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RÉSUMÉ 
Manque de récupération de la symétrie gauche-droite lors de la marche asymétrique 

prolongée chez le chat adulte intact et suite à une lésion complète de la moelle épinière 
Par 

Victoria Kuczynski  
Programme de physiologie 

Mémoire présenté́ à la Faculté́ de médecine et des sciences de la santé en vue de l’obtention 
du diplôme de maitre ès sciences (M.Sc.) en physiologie, Faculté́ de médecine et des 

sciences de la santé, Université́ de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada, J1H 5N4 
Mots clés : adaptation locomotrice, marche partitionnée, coordination des membres 
 
La coordination des membres est un élément essentiel pour la marche terrestre chez les 
mammifères. Les mécanismes neuronaux et biomécaniques s'ajustent pour assurer le 
maintien d'un équilibre dynamique dans un environnement changeant. Lorsque le système 
est confronté à une perturbation persistante, la coordination des membres s'adapte. 
L'adaptation est définie comme un recalibrage du mouvement en réponse à une perturbation 
persistante ainsi que la présence d'après-effets une fois la perturbation disparue, ce qui 
indique que le nouveau patron a été entreposé dans le système nerveux central. Chez 
l'homme, le patron locomoteur s'adapte à une marche prolongée sur un tapis roulant 
partitionné, où l’une des jambes marche à une vitesse supérieure à l'autre, en rétablissant 
progressivement la symétrie des variables inter-jambes: périodes de double support et des 
longueurs des pas, ainsi qu’en réduisant l'amplitude de l'activité musculaire (EMG, 
électromyographie). L’objectif de notre étude était de déterminer si des chats intacts et des 
chats ayant subis une lésion complète de la moelle épinière (chat spinalisé) s’adaptent à la 
marche partitionnée prolongée. Pour caractériser l’adaptation locomotrice chez le chat 
intact et spinalisé, une prise de données cinématiques et électromyographiques des 
membres postérieurs a été effectuée chats intacts et les chats spinalisés, les longueurs de 
pas et les périodes de doubles supports étaient, en moyenne, symétriques, pendant la 
locomotion sur tapis roulant non-partitionné, et sont devenus asymétriques lors de la 
locomotion sur tapis roulant partitionné. Ces mesures inter-jambes sont demeurées 
asymétriques tout au long de la période de marche sur tapis roulant partitionné. Au retour à 
la marche sur tapis roulant non-partitionné, la symétrie a été immédiatement restaurée sans 
la présence d’après-effets. Chez les chats intacts, l'amplitude EMG moyenne des extenseurs 
a augmenté pendant la locomotion sur tapis roulant partitionné et elle est restée augmentée 
tout au long de cette période, alors que chez les chats spinalisés, l'amplitude EMG des 
membres postérieurs n'a pas changé. Ces résultats indiquent qu’il n’y a pas d’adaptation 
locomotrice chez le chat intact et spinalisé, ce qui suggère une importante différence 
physiologique dans le contrôle de la locomotion entre les chats et les humains lors d’une 
marche asymétrique prolongée. Par conséquent, nous proposons que la symétrie gauche-
droite ne s’avère pas importante pour maintenir un équilibre dynamique pendant la 
locomotion asymétrique prolongée chez le chat, un quadrupède, comparé à l’humain adulte, 
un bipède.
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Coordination of the limbs is an essential component of terrestrial locomotion in mammals. 
When the system is confronted with persistent perturbations from the environment, the 
interlimb pattern learns to adapt. Adaptation is defined as a recalibration of the movement 
in response to a persistent perturbation as well as the presence of after-effects upon removal 
of the perturbation, indicating storage of the new pattern within the central nervous system.  
In humans, the pattern adapts to prolonged locomotion on a split-belt treadmill, where one 
leg steps faster than the other, by gradually restoring the symmetry of interlimb variables 
(double support periods, step lengths) and by reducing the amplitude of muscle activity 
(EMG, electromyography). The adaptation is also characterized by a reversal of the 
asymmetry of interlimb kinematic variables initially observed during the early split-belt 
period when returning to tied-belt locomotion (i.e. an after-effect). To assess the presence 
of locomotor adaptation, we measured intralimb (stance durations) and interlimb (double 
support periods, step lengths) variables bilaterally as well as EMG in the hindlimbs of 
intact and spinal-transected cats before, during and after 10 mins of split-belt locomotion. 
In both intact and spinal cats, step lengths and double support periods were, on average, 
symmetric, during tied-belt locomotion, and became asymmetric during split-belt 
locomotion. These interlimb variables remained asymmetrical throughout the split-belt 
period and upon returning to the tied-belt condition, left-right symmetry was immediately 
restored. In intact cats, the mean EMG amplitude of extensors increased during split-belt 
locomotion and remained increased throughout the split-belt period, while in spinal cats, 
hindlimb EMG amplitude did not change. The results indicate a lack of adaptation during 
prolonged split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats, suggesting an important 
physiological difference in the control of locomotion between cats and humans during 
prolonged asymmetric stepping. We propose that restoring left-right symmetry is not 
important to maintain dynamic balance during prolonged asymmetrical locomotion in the 
cat, a quadruped, as opposed to the adult human, a biped.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Locomotion is defined as the capacity to move the body in the environment. It can 

take different forms, such as walking, running, trotting, galloping, swimming and flying. 

Locomotion must be flexible to perform various goal-oriented behaviours, including 

changing speed or direction, and navigating in an ever-changing environment.  

 Studies have shown that the locomotor pattern can adjust to transient changes in the 

environment and adapt to persistent perturbations. Here, an adjustment during locomotion 

is defined as the ability to modify the pattern for a short period (e.g. a few cycles) or to 

meet specific needs (e.g. an increase in treadmill speed). Adjustments in the locomotor 

pattern help maintain a stable gait pattern and avoid unwanted behaviors such as falling. On 

the other hand, an adaptation in the locomotor pattern is defined as a recalibration of the 

movement in response to a persistent perturbation and the presence of after-effects after 

removing the perturbation (Martin et al., 1996). For example, in humans, the locomotor 

pattern adapts to prolonged walking on a split-belt treadmill (i.e. the perturbation), where 

one leg steps faster than the other, by gradually restoring the left-right symmetry of 

interlimb variables, such as double support periods and step lengths, and by reducing the 

amplitude of muscle activity (Reisman et al. 2005). Upon returning to a tied-belt condition 

where both belts operate at the same speed (i.e. removal of the perturbation), a reversal of 

the asymmetry of interlimb kinematic variables initially found during the early period of 

split-belt locomotion is observed, in other words an after-effect. 

 How locomotion adjusts and adapts to changes in internal and external conditions 

has been the focus of extensive research. To understand how adjustments and adaptation 

are mediated during locomotion, we must first appreciate how it is controlled. The basic 

locomotor pattern, whether it is walking, running, swimming or even flying is generated at 

the level of the spinal cord by specialized circuits called central pattern generators (CPGs) 

(for reviews see Grillner and Wallen, 1985, Duysen and Van Commert, 1998, Frigon, 

2017). The spinal locomotor CPGs dynamically interact with inputs from supraspinal 

structures and from receptors located in the periphery [comprehensively reviewed in 
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Rossignol et al. 2006]. These dynamic interactions are altered for goal-oriented behaviours 

and to adjust to transient changes in the environment. However, how these dynamic 

interactions are modified when adapting the locomotor pattern to persistent perturbations is 

poorly understood. It was suggested that the cerebellum plays a critical role in adapting to 

prolonged split-belt locomotion because locomotor adaptation was impaired in people with 

cerebellar damage (Morton and Bastian, 2006). The role of other structures in adapting to 

split-belt locomotion is less well understood. For instance, studies have shown that the 

locomotor pattern of spinal animals (i.e. animals with a spinal transection) can adapt to 

persistent perturbations, as shown in spinal rats stepping with an applied force field (Heng 

and de Leon, 2007) and in spinal cats with repeated mechanical perturbations of the 

hindlimb (Zhong et al., 2012). This suggests that spinal circuits could also be involved in 

adapting to prolonged split-belt locomotion. Intact (Halbertsma 1983; D’Angelo et al., 

2014; Frigon et al. 2015), and spinal (Forssberg et al., 1980; Frigon et al., 2013, 2017) cats 

can adjust to split-belt locomotion, but whether they can adapt during prolonged split-belt 

locomotion has not been specifically investigated. 

 Therefore, the objective of my project was to determine if spinal and intact cats 

adapt to prolonged split-belt locomotion. The hypothesis was that spinal cats would adapt 

to prolonged split-belt locomotion, consistent with a role of the spinal circuitry in 

locomotor adaptation.   

 The thesis is separated into four main sections: 1) An introduction that provides a 

general overview of the control of locomotion and interlimb coordination, followed by a 

discussion of motor/locomotor adaptation and the neural structures potentially involved. 2) 

An article recently published in the Journal of Physiology that show that intact and spinal 

cats do not adapt to prolonged split-belt locomotion. 3) A discussion of the results as to 

why intact and spinal cats do not display locomotor adaptation during prolonged split-belt 

locomotion and what this means for the control of locomotion in different species.  
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Locomotor Control  

Spinal locomotor central pattern generators 

The notion that neuronal circuits within the spinal cord could produce locomotor 

movements started in the beginning of the 20th century with Charles Sherrington, the 

pioneer of modern neurophysiology (1906, 1910). Sherrington investigated the hindlimb 

locomotor patterns of dogs and cats following a complete spinal transection at thoracic 

levels. In the following text, animal models of complete spinal transection will be referred 

to as spinal animals (e.g. spinal cats). Sherrington proposed that the hindlimb locomotor 

movements were mediated by proprioceptive reflexes. In other words, each step activated 

mechanoreceptors and via their afferent connections to the spinal cord, they produced a 

flexion of the ipsilateral limb and an extension of the contralateral limb. Despite this 

inaccuracy, Sherrington was the first to suggest the existence of specialized neurons in the 

spinal cord that could transform peripheral information into a locomotor command. 

Thomas Graham Brown, around the same time, showed that rhythmic alternating 

contractions of hindlimb flexor and extensor muscles in cats occurred following a spinal 

transection, thus removing all inputs from the brain, and after sectioning all dorsal roots 

caudal to the transection, removing most of the afferent inputs entering the spinal cord from 

limb receptors (Graham Brown 1911). The spinal transection and deafferentation 

effectively isolated the spinal cord from supraspinal commands and somatosensory 

feedback from the limbs. Graham Brown (1914) later proposed a half center hypothesis to 

explain the findings where two groups of excitatory neurons control the activity of flexor 

and extensor motoneurons. In this model, mutual inhibition between half-centers allows for 

only one of the centers to be active at any one time. In Brown's hypothesis, an undefined 

“fatigue” process appears and gradually reduces the excitability of the active half center 

until a critical value is reached, leading to the activation of the other half-center.  

The attractiveness of the half-center hypothesis has been studied extensively since 

the early work by Brown using a variety of preparations, including the administration of the 

noradrenergic precursor L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA). For instance, one 

preparation that has been instrumental is the investigation of fictive motor patterns in 

curarized decerebrate preparations or in isolated spinal cord preparations. The recorded 
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activity is termed fictive because there is no actual movements as the animal is curarized 

(no transmission at neuromuscular junction) or the activity from the isolated spinal cord is 

recorded from sectioned ventral roots. Studies have shown that systemic administration of 

the noradrenergic precursor, L-DOPA, evoked spontaneous alternating activity of flexors 

and extensors in unanesthesized acute spinal cats (Grillner, 1969) and in curarized acute 

spinal cats (Grillner and Zangger, 1979). Intracellular motoneuron recordings during L-

DOPA-induced alternating bursts, consistent with the activation of locomotor circuits, 

revealed strong mutual inhibitory interactions between interneuronal pathways to flexors 

and extensors in the unanesthesized spinal cat (Jankowska et al., 1967a) with rhythmic 

activity in the absence of sensory stimulation (Jankowska et al., 1967b).  A key feature of 

the half-center hypothesis is the intrinsic spinal organization of interneuron populations 

with strong mutual inhibition (McCrea and Rybak, 2008). 

One limitation of the half-center hypothesis is that it only explains a strictly 

alternating pattern of flexor and extensor activity with all motoneurons divided into these 

two groups (McGrea and Rybak, 2008). However, during locomotion some motoneurons 

are active during both the flexion and extension phases of the step cycle and there are 

differences in the onset and offset of activity in individual flexor and extensor pools 

(Rossignol, 1996). Grillner and Zangger (1975) looked at EMG recordings from the 

brainstem during fictive locomotion in adult decerebrate cats and concluded that the CPG 

produced a more delicate and complex pattern of motoneuron activation, characterized by a 

precise and sequential activation and inactivation of multiple motor pools. As such, Grillner 

(1981) proposed a CPG organization composed of separate unit burst generators that 

control subsets of motoneurons coordinating individual joints. In this model, inter-joint and 

bilateral coordination is controlled by neuronal interactions between unit burst generators.  

Another model of the spinal locomotor CPG that has been proposed consists of 

separating rhythm generation from pattern formation to account for experimental 

observations where the timing of the cycle and its phases can be modulated independently 

from burst amplitudes (Perret and Cabelguen, 1980; Hultborn et al., 1998; McCrea and 

Rybak 2008). In this two-level model, the CPG contains a half-center rhythm generator 

(RG) and a pattern formation (PF) network (McCrea and Rybak, 2008). The PF network is 
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controlled by the RG and projects to flexor and extensor motoneuron populations. The RG 

contains a homogenous population of excitatory interneurons with mutual excitatory 

interconnections. These neurons are subdivided into two populations, one for the extensor 

rhythm (RG-E) and the other for the flexor rhythm (RG-F). These represent the half centers 

at the RG level. The PF network is similarly organized with a lower capacity for 

rhythmogenesis (Rybak et al., 2006a). It also contains excitatory interneuron populations 

coupled by reciprocal inhibition. The PF populations are also subdivided into a pattern 

formation network for extensors (PF-E) and flexors (PF-F).  

The presence of a spinal locomotor CPG allows for the recovery of hindlimb 

locomotion after complete spinal transections in a variety of species, including cats 

(Barbeau and Rossignol, 1987; Lovely et al. 1986), dogs (Flourens, 1824; Freusberg, 1874; 

Sherrington, 1910), rats (Kjaerulff et al., 1994; Cina and Hochman, 2000) and mice 

(Leblond et al. 2003). Following a complete spinal transection, a cat can recover hindlimb 

locomotion while stepping on a treadmill after a few weeks of training on a treadmill, 

however the control is completely involuntary (Barbeau and Rossignol, 1987; Lovely et al. 

1986; De Leon et al. 1998). Somatosensory feedback from the limbs is thought to reactivate 

spinal locomotor circuits and allows the hindlimbs to adjust to external conditions, such as 

a change in treadmill speed, different speeds for the left and right sides and corrections in 

limb trajectory when contacting an obstacle (Grillner et al. 1981; Grillner 1981, 1985, 

2003; Rossignol et al. 2006; Frigon et al. 2013, 2017; Dambreville et al. 2015).  

 

Localization 

In limbed mammals, such as cats and humans, it is thought that each limb is 

controlled by its own spinal CPG (Forssberg et al., 1980; Grillner 1981; Grillner and 

Wallen, 1985; Thibaudier et al., 2013; Frigon et al., 2013; Frigon et al., 2015; Danner et al. 

2016; Shevtsova et al., 2015; Frigon 2017). Pharmacologically-evoked fictive locomotor-

like rhythms in the fore- and hindlimbs from muscle nerves have been recorded in the 

curarized cats and rabbits following an acute complete spinal transection at upper cervical 

levels (Viala and Vidal, 1978; Zangger, 1981), as well as from cervical and lumbar ventral 
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roots of the isolated spinal cord preparations of neonatal rats (Ballion et al., 2001; Juvin et 

al, 2005, 2012). These results clearly indicate the presence of spinal circuits capable of 

generating a locomotor-like activity. The rhythm of both the hindlimb and forelimbs are 

generally of similar frequency, as has been shown in studies where forelimb/cervical or 

hindlimb/lumbar nerves and ventral roots were recorded simultaneously (Ballion et al., 

2001; Juvin et al., 2005, 2012; Orsal et al., 1990, Viala and Vidal, 1978). These results 

indicate a strong interaction between the CPGs located at cervical and lumbar levels.  

Following a complete spinal transection at thoracic levels in decerebrate animals, 

fictive locomotor-like rhythms have been recorded in forelimb (Arshavsky et al., 1986; 

Godderz et al., 1990; Saltiel et Rossignol, 2004; Viala and Vidal, 1978; Yamaguchi, 2004) 

and hindlimb motor nerves (Fedirchuk et al., 1998; Frigon and Gossard, 2009; Grillner and 

Zangger 1979; Kiehn et al., 1992; Meehan et al., 2012). The cervical and lumbar rhythms 

are uncoupled physically and functionally following a spinal transection or synaptic 

blockade at thoracic levels. There also appears to be no apparent phasing between the 

activities recorded at cervical and lumber levels (Ballion et al., 2001; Juvin et al., 2005). 

Homologous limbs are controlled by separate spinal locomotor CPGs, coming from studies 

where the spinal cord was split along the midline CPG’s (Kudo and Yamada, 1987; Kato, 

1990). Kudo and Yamada used a the L1-L6 segment of a the L1-L6 segments and evoked a 

locomotor-like activity by applying N-methyl-D,L-aspartate (NMA) (Kudo and Yamada, 

1987). The left and right sides of the spinal cord were anatomically and functionally 

separated by cutting it along the midline. These preparations showed that each half of the 

spinal cord could produce its own locomotor rhythm, although at a slower frequency when 

compared to the unseparated half’s of the spinal cord. In another study, a lateral spinal 

hemisection was made at the lumbar levels (L2 or L3) and the spinal cord was split along 

the midline caudal to the hemisection to anatomically isolate the neuronal network 

controlling that hindlimb from those of the other three limbs (Kato, 1990). This isolated 

hindlimb regained the ability to step, however on a step-by-step basis the phase relationship 

of the separated limb was inconsistent with the other three limbs; indicating that the 

isolated hindlimb was independent of the other three and most likely driven by its own 

somatosensory feedback.  
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In the cat, the elements controlling the rhythmic activity of the hindlimbs is 

distributed from low thoracic to sacral levels of the spinal cord (Delivet-Mongrain et al., 

2008; Grillner and Zangger, 1979; Langlet et al., 2005; Marcoux and Rossignol, 2000). 

However, the mid-lumbar segments L3-L5 have greater rhythm-generating capacity than 

more rostral and caudal segments (Grillner and Zangger, 1979). This was shown by 

lesioning the spinal cord at different levels and evaluating hindlimb locomotor recovery in 

the cat (Grillner and Zangger, 1979). Other studies have confirmed the importance of mid-

lumbar segments for hindlimb locomotion in the cat (Langlet et al., 2005; Marcoux and 

Rossignol, 2000). In these studies, a spinal transection was made at T13 and cats were 

trained to recover hindlimb locomotion with clonidine, an alpha-2-noradrenergic agonist. 

After recovery, a second transection was made at more caudal segments and when the cord 

was sectioned at L3 or L4, hindlimb locomotion was abolished, indicating that important 

neuronal elements of the spinal locomotor CPG are located at mid-lumbar levels. It is 

important to note that the localization of the locomotor CPG is not the same in different 

species. For instance, in the neonatal rat, it was shown that upper lumbar segments (L1-L2) 

are critical for locomotor rhythm-generation (Cazalets et al., 1995; Kiehn, 2006).  

A spinal locomotor central pattern generator in humans?  

 An important question is whether a spinal locomotor CPG is present in humans. 

Several lines of evidence indicate that the spinal cord can generate rhythmic locomotor-like 

activity. For example, humans with complete spinal cord injury (SCI) can have 

spontaneous rhythmic movements in their legs below the lesion (Bussel et al., 1988; Kunh, 

1950; Nadeau et al., 2010; Yokota et al. 1991; Calancie 2006). Electrical stimulation 

applied to the lumbar spinal cord in people with complete SCI can also elicit rhythmic 

contractions in the legs, consisting of involuntary rhythmic flexion-extension movements 

(Dimitrijevic et al., 1998). The finding that the lumbar spinal cord can convert a sustained 

excitatory input into a coordinated rhythmic motor output is consistent with the existence of 

a spinal locomotor CPG in humans (Dimitrijevic et al., 1998).  

Other results consistent with the presence of a human spinal locomotor CPG comes 

from studies in infants aged less than 1 year. At this stage of development, the main 
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descending pathways from the brain, such as the corticospinal tract, are not mature (Yeo et 

al., 2014). A stepping reflex can be elicited in infants of less than 1 year when placed on a 

treadmill (Yang et al., 1998). Forssberg (1985) characterized the stepping reflex in human 

infants as synchronous flexion at the hip and knee at the end of stance and through early 

swing, followed by a synchronous extension through the end of swing and early stance with 

a high degree of co-activation across muscles of different joints. The stepping reflex is 

thought to mainly reflect spinal and brainstem control and is normally lost within the first 

few months of development (Minassian et al., 2017). Children younger than 1-year are also 

capable of adjusting to different speeds on a split-belt treadmill, consistent with a certain 

degree of independence for the control of the left and right legs (Yang et al., 2005). This 

suggests that the extensor and flexor patterns as well as the circuits which generate them, 

likely the spinal locomotor CPGs, are not suppressed during development; instead they are 

retained and integrated into the neural control of adult human locomotion (Dominici et al., 

2011; Grillner 2011; Yang and Gorassini 2006).  

Additional evidence for the existence of a human spinal locomotor CPG comes 

from a recent pharmacological study. A drug called Spinalon, a combination of levodopa, 

cabidopa and buspirone, administered to individuals suffering from spinal cord injuries 

evoked involuntary movements 15-120 min following drug administration (Radhakrishna et 

al., 2017).  The pattern of EMG displayed rhythmicity with flexor-extensor and left-right 

alternation (Radhakrishna et al., 2017). This clinical trial, aimed at demonstrating safety, 

provides optimism that the spinal locomotor CPG can be activated pharmacologically in 

people with SCI. 

Somatosensory feedback 

Definition 

 Although the basic locomotor pattern is generated centrally within the spinal cord, 

the locomotor output is strongly shaped by somatosensory feedback from the periphery, as 

initially proposed by Sherrington (1910). Somatosensory feedback from mechanoreceptors 

of the skin or from the muscles are essential for adjusting locomotion to internal and 
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external conditions. Sensory feedback from the limbs during locomotion can be subdivided 

into two main categories: proprioceptive and exteroceptive. 

Proprioceptive feedback 

 Proprioception perceives the body state and its internal elements. It consists 

mainly of two main types of receptors: 1) muscle spindles and 2) Golgi tendon organs. The 

muscle spindles are made up of intrafusal fibers that run parallel to the skeletal muscle 

fibers. They provide information about muscle length via group Ia (dynamic and static 

muscle stretch)) and II (static muscle stretch) afferents (Engberg and Lundberg, 1969). The 

Golgi tendon organs, located at the muscle-tendon interface are highly sensitive to the 

tension developed by muscle contraction and send projections to the spinal cord via group 

Ib afferents. 

 

 During locomotion, proprioceptive feedback plays an important role in regulating 

phase transitions (Pearson, 2008, Rossignol et al. 2006). For instance, in the chronic spinal 

cat, if hip extension is prevented, the swing phase is no longer initiated; however, if the hip 

is extended again, the swing phase returns when the hip reaches an angle close to that 

observed during normal locomotion (Grillner and Rossignol, 1978). During fictive 

locomotion in the spinal cat, extending the hip during the extension phase prolongs the 

extensor burst and prevents flexor burst onset (Andersson and Grillner, 1981, 1983). 

Similar observations have been reported in the decerebrate cat (Hiebert et al., 1996). These 

results demonstrate the sensory feedback from the hip can modulate the locomotor pattern 

by regulating the stance-to-swing transition.  

 

Exteroceptive feedback 

 

 The external environment also has an important impact on the body. In locomotion, 

the main receptors involved in relaying information from the external environment to the 

CNS are the mechanoreceptors from the skin. There are several types of mechanoreceptors 

that are activated by a range of mechanical stimuli. During locomotion, somatosensory 

feedback from the skin can adjust limb trajectory. For example, if the dorsum of the foot or 
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paw contacts an obstacle during the swing phase, skin afferents send signals to the spinal 

cord to rapidly remove the limb away and over the obstacle (Duysens et al., 1990; 

Forssberg et al., 1977; McCrea et al., 1998; Nielsen and Sinkjaer, 2002; Quevedo et al., 

2005). To maintain equilibrium during this reflex response, an increase in the activity of the 

extensors on the contralateral side occurs. These results indicate an important interplay 

between sensory feedback and the spinal CPGs in the control of locomotion.  

Supraspinal Regions  

 Although the basic locomotor pattern is generated at the spinal level, several 

supraspinal regions in the brain and brainstem contribute to locomotor control and are 

critical for goal-oriented behaviors (reviewed in Drew et al., 2002; Ryczko and Dubuc, 

2013; Grillner et al., 1997). Supraspinal structures are critical for planning and selecting 

movements, integrating visual information as well as postural control. They are informed of 

the biomechanical state of the body and limbs through various ascending pathways (Frigon, 

2017; Martinez-Gonzalez et al., 2011; Ryczko and Dubuc, 2013).  

 

The brainstem 

 The brainstem has two major descending pathways to the spinal cord; the 

reticulospinal and vestibulospinal tracts, playing a major role in maintaining postural tone 

and in initiating locomotor movements (Orlovsky, 1972; Brodin et al., 1988; Drew, 1993) 

The brainstem is located between forebrain structures and the hindbrain regions and 

projects directly to the spinal cord, including spinal locomotor CPGs (Le Ray et al., 2011). 

Within the mesencephalon (midbrain), a locomotor center was characterized by a group of 

researchers led by Orlovsky, who demonstrated that unilateral or bilateral stimulation of 

this region elicited controlled walking, trotting and galloping in pre-collicular/post 

mammillary decerebrate cats placed on a treadmill (Shik et al., 1966). Later, this area was 

coined the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR). Since the discovery of the MLR in the 

cat, it was later identified in various other species including the lamprey (Sirota et al., 

2000), the salamander (Cabelguen et al., 2003), the rat (Skinner and Garcia, 1984), the 
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stingray (Bernau et al., 1991), the rabbit (Musienko et al., 2008), the guinea-pig (Marlinsky 

and Voitenko, 1991) and monkey (Eidelberg et al., 1981). The MLR region can be 

subdivided primarily into two areas: the Cuneiform (CuN) and the Pedunculopontine (PPN) 

nuclei; in some species the Subcuneiform Nuclei (SubCuN) was also identified to play an 

important role in locomotion (Ryczko and Dubuc, 2013).  

Data obtained from healthy subjects as well as patients have suggested that the 

neural circuits associated with the MLR are also involved in locomotor control in humans 

(Ryczko and Dubuc, 2013). Functional magnetic resonance imagining revealed that the 

PPN and the CuN are both activated in healthy subjects when they imagine walking (Jahn 

et al., 2008; Karachi et al., 2010) with increased activity when the subjects imagine walking 

faster (Karachi et al., 2010). In people with Parkinson’s disease, single unit recordings of 

neurons in the subCuN revealed tonic firing when the patients mentally mimicked 

locomotion (Piallat et al., 2009). A subject who had a hemorrhage in the right side of the 

brain that included the right PPN and adjacent structures showed impairments in initiating 

and maintaining gait (Masdeu et al., 1994).  

Through extensive research, primarily done in the lamprey, the MLR has been 

identified to finely control locomotor outputs (Sirota et al., 2000) by activating 

reticulospinal neurons of the middle and posterior rhombecephalic reticular nuclei (Brocard 

and Dubuc, 2003; Brodin et al., 1988). These in turn monosynaptically project to 

interneurons of the spinal cord, including those of spinal locomotor CPGs and motoneurons 

(Buchanan and Grillner, 1987; Ohta and Grillner, 1989). Traditionally the MLR was 

viewed simply as a relay station between the different brain regions and the spinal cord. 

However, the MLR has been identified to play an important role in the control of 

locomotion and respiration (Kawahara et al., 1989; DiMarco et al., 1983).  

The motor cortex  

 During normal walking, visual cues in the environment provide an important 

sensory signal, which are relayed to the motor cortex. The motor cortex is essential in 

visuomotor coordination. Neurons from the motor cortex are rhythmically active during 

locomotion (Armstrong and Drew, 1984) and their activity is increased when visual 
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guidance is required (Drew, 1988; Beloozerova and Sirota, 1993). Pyramidal tract neurons 

of the motor cortex are involved in visuomotor coordination during locomotion to adjust 

the limb muscles when stepping over an obstacle (Drew, 1996). Neurons in the motor 

cortex also regulate muscle activity to modify limb trajectory when stepping over obstacles 

(Drew et al., 2004). The motor cortex projects to the spinal cord via the corticospinal tract 

and is critical for ensuring appropriate anticipatory gait modifications to accommodate 

uneven terrains (Drew et al., 2004).  Stimulating the forelimb and hindlimb representation 

of the motor cortex, which gives rise to the main portion of the corticospinal tract, in intact 

cats evokes phase-dependent responses during treadmill locomotion in forelimb and 

hindlimb muscles (Bretzner and Drew, 2005; Rho et al., 1999). Interestingly, bilateral 

removal of the cerebral cortex shortly after birth in cats did not prevent the animals from 

displaying complex goal-directed locomotor behaviors (Bjursten et al., 1976). However, the 

motor cortex is believed to contribute to the precise modification of muscular activity 

required for complex locomotion (i.e. locomotion surpassing ordinary walking on a smooth 

surface) (Liddell and Phillips, 1944).  

The cerebellum  

The cerebellum, latin for "little brain", is a dense neuronal structure that sits at the 

base of the brain, and is important for the control of movement, albeit indirectly by 

projecting to brainstem nuclei or to the motor cortex via Purkinje cells (Asanuma et al., 

1983). Lesions of the vestibular or fastigial nuclei in cats and monkeys impair the control 

of upright postural supporting reactions and dynamic balance during walking (Sprauge and 

Chambers, 1953; Chambers and Sprague 1955a, 1955b; Thach et al.,1992). Lesions to the 

cerebellum can also produce inaccurate limb placements and impaired extensor muscle 

activity during stance (Udo et al., 1976; Yu and Eidelberg, 1983; Orlovsky, 1972). The 

deficits associated with cerebellar lesions resemble a drunken walk or an ataxic gait.  

 

The cerebellum receives information from two ascending spinal pathways: the 

dorsal and ventral spinocerebellar tracts. Dorsal tract neurons receive proprioceptive 

information from the legs to provide the cerebellum with detailed information about the 

biomechanical state of the hindlegs (Bosco and Poppele, 2001). Ventral tract neurons are 
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primarily activated by interneurons involved in producing the locomotor pattern and are 

thought to provide information about the state of the spinal locomotor network (Lundberg, 

1971; Lundberg and Weight, 1971; Bosco and Poppele, 2001). Thus, the cerebellum 

receives information about the intention of the movement and the actual performed 

movement. This allows the cerebellum to compare the intended movement with the actual 

movement. If there is a mismatch, the cerebellum sends a corrective signal to the brain stem 

nuclei (Mori et al., 1989).  

 

Medial regions 

 

In general, the medial regions of the cerebellum are involved in balance, muscle 

tone, and in modulating reciprocal patterns of leg muscle activation (Orlovsky, 1972; 

Asanuma et al. 1983; Sprauge end Chambers, 1953; Thach et al. 1992; Udo et al. 1976). 

This region plays a primary role in regulating extensor tone, sustaining upright stance and 

dynamic balance control, and modulating the rhythmic alternation of flexor and extensor 

muscle activity characteristic of locomotion (Morton and Bastian, 2004). The more notable 

clinical signs of damage to medial cerebellar regions are impairments of balance and gait, 

which are characterized by increased postural sway, excessive or diminished responses to 

perturbations, poor control of equilibrium during movements and abnormal oscillations of 

the trunk (Morton and Bastian, 2004). Lesions of the vestibular or fastigial nuclei in cats 

and monkeys produce abnormal changes in postural tone and locomotor deficits (Sprague 

and Chambers 1953; Chambers and Sprague 1995a, 1955b) and impair postural control 

during sitting and standing (Thach et al. 1992).  

 

Intermediate regions 

 

The intermediate cerebellar regions play a minor role in controlling posture. This 

region appears mainly involved in directing limb placement and regulating agonist-

antagonist muscle pairs to control the relative timing, amplitude, and trajectory of limb 

movements, especially when greater accuracy is required (Morton and Bastian, 2004). 

However, this region is important for locomotor control. Cats with lesions to the 
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intermediate anterior lobe or interpositus nuclei can walk over ground but have difficulty 

walking on a treadmill (Yu and Eidelberg, 1983) or on a ladder (Chambers and Sprague 

1955b).  Locomotor deficits include a loss of placing reflexes (Chambers and Sprague 

1955a), ipsilateral limb hypermetria during the swing phase (Chambers and Sprague 1955a, 

1955b; Yu and Eidelberg, 1983), and abnormal timing of forelimb stance and swing phase 

durations (Udo et al., 1980). Step-cycle-related rhythmic modulation during locomotion 

have been recorded in simple spikes from Purkinje cells in the cat paravermal cortex as 

well as from interpositus nuclei (Armstrong and Edgley, 1988; Edgley and Lidierth, 1988). 

The greatest activity in Purkinje cells occurs during the transition between the ipsilateral 

stance and swing phases and the least activity occurs during mid-stance (Edgley and 

Lidiertg, 1988). 

 

Lateral regions 

 

The lateral cerebellar regions are involved in limb placement especially when visual 

guidance is required or when the movement adjusts to new or more complex environments 

(Thach et al. 1992; Marple-Horvat et al, 1998, Marple-Horvat and Criado, 1999; Schwartz 

et al., 1987). Cats with lesions of the lateral regions show a fairly normal over ground 

locomotion (Chambers and Sprague 1955b; Thach et al., 1992), but a notable misplacement 

of the ipsilateral limb during beam walking (Chambers and Sprague, 1955b). Neurons of 

the lateral region of the cerebellum contribute to the control of locomotion under conditions 

where task difficulty is increased, such as when responding to a sudden perturbation (a 

sudden stop) (Schwart et al., 1987) or when stepping on the rungs of a ladder (Marple-

Horvat and Criado, 1999).  

 

Other supraspinal regions 

 In the preceding sections, I described the general role of the most studied 

supraspinal structures in controlling locomotion. However, other structures, such as the 

prefrontal cortex, the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the basal ganglia can be 

involved indirectly in controlling locomotion (LaFougere et al., 2010; Zwergal et al., 2012). 

Moreover, during walking, goal-directed behaviours are associated with an increased 
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activity in the fronto-parietal network, which includes the anterior cingulate cortex, parietal 

areas and insula (review in Hamacher et al., 2015). The processing and integration of 

information in movement planning and execution during goal-directed behaviors also 

involve the insula (Brandt et al., 1994), parahippocampal gyrus (Jahn et al., 2009), parietal 

areas (Drew and Marigold, 2015) and cuneus/precuneus (Wendorth et al., 2005). A more 

direct locomotor control occurs through the primary motor cortex (M1), including 

cerebellar loops, with direct projections to spinal circuits (LaFougere et al., 20120; Zwergal 

et al., 2012). 

 

Interlimb coordination and split-belt locomotion 

 Proper coordination of the limbs is an important requirement for terrestrial 

locomotion. A precise and flexible control of interlimb coordination allows animals to 

maintain a stable pattern in a changing environment as well as during gait changes such as 

from walking to trotting and galloping (Thibaudier et al., 2013; Zehr et al. 2016; Frigon 

2017).  

Split-belt locomotion 

One way to study the control of interlimb coordination during locomotion is with a 

split-belt treadmill, where the speed and direction of each leg can be independently 

controlled. Split-belt locomotion induces bilateral changes in phase durations in cats and in 

humans. The limbs stepping on the slow belt have a proportionally longer stance and 

shorter swing durations while the limbs stepping on the fast belt have shorter stance and 

longer swing durations. This has been shown in intact cats (Halbertsma 1983; D’Angelo et 

al., 2014), decerebrate cats (Kulagin and Shik, 1970), spinal cats (Forssberg et al., 1980; 

Frigon et al., 2013, 2017), human infants (Thelen et al., 1987; Yang et al., 2005) and 

human adults (Dietz et al. 1994; Reisman et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2005; Zijlstra and Dietz 

1995). The observation that spinal cats can perform these bilateral adjustments indicate that 

spinal circuits interacting with somatosensory feedback from the hindlimbs are sufficient. 

The bilateral changes in phase durations allow the stepping pattern of the left and 

right limb(s) to maintain a 1:1 coordination in cycle duration, or an equal number of steps. 
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However, if the speed difference between the left and right belt is increased during split-

belt locomotion in spinal cats, the hindlimb on the fast belt can take more steps than the 

hindlimb on the slow belt, producing 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 5:1 coordination patterns in the 

number of steps taken by the fast and slow limbs (Forssberg et al. 1980; Frigon, 2013; 

Frigon, 2017). This type of stepping pattern is not unique to quadrupedal locomotion; it has 

also been demonstrated in human infants walking bipedally (Yang et al., 2005).  

Interestingly, the swing phases never overlap and the phasing between contacts of the left 

and right limbs remains very consistent even during 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 5:1 coordination 

patterns, indicating a tight coupling between the left and right locomotor pattern generators 

even under extreme circumstances (Frigon et al. 2017). In contrast to spinal cats and human 

infants, human adults rarely perform 2:1 coordination patterns during split-belt locomotion, 

even with high slow-fast speed ratios (Reisman et al., 2005), suggesting some difference in 

the control of left-right coordination. Whether intact adult cats produce 2:1 coordination 

patterns during split-belt locomotion is not clear (Halbertsma 1983). These results suggest 

that spinal cats and human infants employ similar strategies to adjust to split-belt 

locomotion while older children and human adults use different strategies to adjust to split-

belt stepping. The use of different strategies between human infants and human adults 

during split-belt locomotion can be explained by new forms of control/mechanisms 

acquired during development (Dominici et al., 2011; Ivanenko et al., 2013).  

Motor and locomotor adaptation 

 

Motor adaptation is the process of modifying or adjusting an already well-learned 

movement or motor skill through trial-and-error practice when exposed to a novel or 

demanding context or perturbation (Martin et al., 1996). When a new motor task is 

presented, the CNS is unable to correctly predict the movement to satisfy the new demand, 

resulting in significant errors (Reisman et al., 2010). After minutes or hours of practice, the 

movement becomes increasingly accurate, as the CNS adjusts (Reisman et al., 2010). Once 

adaptation has occurred, removing the perturbation once again results in a movement error. 

However, this time the movement error is in the opposite direction as the one first observed 

when the perturbation was introduced. This is termed an aftereffect (Reisman et al., 2010). 

The presence of aftereffects indicates that the new movement pattern has been stored within 
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the CNS and upon removing the perturbation the CNS must wash it out. However, motor 

adaptation must be contrasted with motor learning. Motor learning is the set of processes 

associated with practice or experience leading to relatively permanent changes in skilled 

behavior (Schmidt, 1988). Therefore, to fully learn a novel motor skill requires much 

longer periods of time than adaptation. Motor adaptation is thought to be a precursor to 

motor learning.  

 

A classic example of motor adaptation occurs when a subject wears prism glasses 

that distort the optic path and he/she is asked to throw objects (e.g. darts) at a target (Martin 

et al., 1996a, b). For instance, without the glasses, the subject can throw the darts in the 

middle of the target. However, with prism glasses that bend the optic path to the right, the 

subject throws the darts to the left of the target. After a few throws and errors, the subject 

gradually adjusts his/her throw to once again hit the centre of the target. After a few 

minutes of practice, the subject can throw the dart on the target without error, indicating 

that the CNS made the necessary adjustments using a feedforward motor plan. In order 

words, the CNS can anticipate the error and apply corrective changes in the movement. 

After removing the glasses, the gaze of the subject is centered on the target, but the first 

throws consistently land right of centre (i.e. opposite to the initial throws with the prism 

glasses) because the systems controlling the movement have been recalibrated. The 

presence of aftereffects provides evidence that the new pattern was stored within the CNS 

(Weiner et al., 1983; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994).   

 

Locomotor adaptation 

 

 Motor adaptation has also been shown during locomotion. Yanagihara and 

colleagues (1993) showed adaptive interlimb coordination in decerebrate cats during 

perturbed locomotion. In this study, decrerebrate cats were placed on a split-belt treadmill 

composed of three belts and a perturbation of the pattern was induced by driving one 

forelimb at twice the speed of the other three limbs. During unperturbed locomotion, no 

difference was observed in the duration of step cycles between the two forelimbs. However, 

upon presenting the perturbation, the first 50 steps showed large variations in step cycles 
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and bisupport phases as compared with the unperturbed locomotion. After the initial 50 

steps, the large variations in step cycle and bisupport phases subsided resulting in 

stabilization of the locomotor pattern. In their second trial of perturbed locomotion, after 

only 20 steps the stabilization of locomotion occurred and in their third and final trial, 

locomotion was stable from the beginning. The adaptation of locomotion was achieved by 

slightly shortening step cycle duration while making the bisupport phases of the two 

forelimbs asymmetrical (Yanagihara et al., 1993).  

 

 An experimental paradigm to study locomotor adaptation in humans using a split-

belt treadmill was developed in the laboratory of Amy Bastian (Reisman et al., 2005; 

Morton and Bastian, 2006; Riesman et al., 2007; Choi and Bastian, 2007; Choi et al., 2009; 

Reisman et al., 2009; Vasudevan and Bastian, 2010; Malone and Bastian, 2010; Reisman et 

al., 2010; Musselman et al., 2011; Vasudevan et al., 2011; Malone et al., 2011; Malone et 

al., 2012; Reisman et al., 2013; Malone and Bastian, 2014; Patrick et al., 2014; Malone and 

Bastian, 2016). In this paradigm, subjects walk with the left and right legs on separate belts. 

At first, both legs step at the same speed (tied-belt locomotion). This pre-adaptation period 

is then followed by an adaptation period consisting of approximately 10 min of split-belt 

locomotion where one leg steps two, three or four times faster than the "slow leg" which 

remains at the same speed as in the pre-adaptation period. After 10 min of split-belt 

locomotion, the treadmill is returned to a tied-belt condition, termed the post-adaptation 

period. To investigate locomotor adaptation, Reisman et al. (2005) measured stance 

durations and stride lengths bilaterally as intralimb variables and double support periods 

and step lengths bilaterally as interlimb variables. In the pre-adaptation period, intralimb 

and interlimb kinematic variables were symmetric, meaning that the values on the left and 

right sides were approximately equal. During the early adaptation period, intra- and 

interlimb variables became asymmetric. However, interlimb variables gradually returned 

towards symmetry in the late adaptation period while intralimb variables remained 

asymmetric. In the post-adaptation period, intralimb variables immediately recovered left-

right symmetry while interlimb variables were once again asymmetric but in the opposite 

direction as in the early adaptation period (i.e. an after-effect). These after-effects are 
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consistent with the storage of a new locomotor pattern within the CNS (Jensen et al., 1998; 

Reisman et al., 2007; Musselman et al., 2010).  

 

 

Neural structures involved in motor/locomotor adaptation.  

 

Adaptive processes allow an animal to modify its locomotor pattern in response to 

persistent environmental conditions. What are the neural structures involved in 

motor/locomotor adaptation?  

 

The cerebellum  

 

The cerebellum appears important for motor/locomotor adaptation in cats and 

humans. In the study by Yanagihara and Udo (1994), they recorded spike potentials from 

Purkinje cells in the lateral vermis of lobule V of the cerebellum in adult decerebrated cats. 

They identified a slight modulation in the response of climbing fibers with a weak 

increment during the swing phase of the ipsilateral forelimb during unperturbed 

locomotion. However, upon increasing the velocity of the left forelimb (i.e. the 

perturbation), the discharge of climbing fibers was significantly enhanced during the last 

swing phase of the ipsilateral forelimb (Yanagihara and Udo, 1994). These results suggest 

that climbing fibers provide error signals. In a later study, they investigated the 

involvement of nitric oxide (NO) in the locomotor adaptation of decerebrate cats 

(Yanagihara and Kondo, 1996). In one group, they injected in the cerebellum an inhibitor 

of NO synthase (NO-deprivation group) while the control group received a scavenger of 

NO. NO has been proposed to play an important role in signal transduction process 

underlying long-term depression (LTD) which is thought to be the cellular basis of motor 

learning (Ito, 1989). As in their previous studies, they performed 1 trial of unperturbed 

locomotion and 3 trials of perturbed locomotion with the left forelimb stepping at twice the 

speed of the right forelimb. During unperturbed locomotion, both groups of cats walked 

similarly, with no apparent deficits in the NO-deprivation group. The cats in the NO-

deprivation group showed similar variations in step cycle and forelimb double support 
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periods to those in the control group during the first trial; however, these variations did not 

decrease after repeated trials as opposed the control group. Therefore, NO-deprivation does 

not affect normal, unperturbed locomotion, but it abolishes the capacity for adaptation with 

repeated trials, consistent with a role of the cerebellum in locomotor adaptation. 

 

 Lang and Bastian (1999) investigated adaptation in healthy human subjects and in 

people with cerebellar damage. Participants were required to catch a ball of similar 

appearance but of different weights. In the first experiment, the baseline period consisted of 

10 to 20 trials of catching a light ball followed by an adaptation period of catching a heavy 

ball for 25 to 35 trials and a post-adaptation period of 15 trials catching the light ball again. 

In the second experiment, the balls were reversed: heavy ball during baseline, light ball 

during adaptation, and heavy ball during post-adaptation period. All participants performed 

both sets of experiments. Catching the ball required anticipatory muscle activity, which 

reflects the nervous system’s ability to adjust for changing demands. Subjects were 

required to keep their hand within a vertical spatial “window” during the catch. To evaluate 

anticipatory muscle activity, EMG was measured form the catching arm. EMG data showed 

that the control group increased flexor muscle activity in anticipation of the impact of the 

ball the arm’s momentum. This group easily caught the balls of different weights on the 

first trial and showed after-effects with the return of a lighter ball, consistent with storage 

of the new catching pattern. In contrast, the group with cerebellar damage was unable to 

increase their anticipatory muscle activity and had difficulty catching the balls of different 

weights, with a lack of after-effects. In other words, no adaptation was found and no 

storage of the new motor skill was present. These results suggest that the cerebellum is 

involved in adapting anticipatory muscle activity to compensate for the effects of external 

forces on voluntary limb movements. However, these results do not indicate where the 

storage of the new motor task occurred. 

 

Locomotor adaptation in human subjects on a split-belt treadmill also seems to 

involve cerebellar circuits (Morton and Bastian, 2006). In this study, healthy subjects and 

people with cerebellar damage performed a paradigm similar to the one described above 

(Reisman et al. 2005). The healthy and cerebellar groups both had a symmetrical walking 
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pattern during the pre-adaptation period for intralimb (stance time, stride length) and 

interlimb (double support periods, step length) variables.  During the adaptation period, the 

intralimb parameters were asymmetric and remained asymmetric throughout the adaptation 

period in both groups. In the early adaptation period, the initial double support periods for 

the control group and the cerebellar damaged group both showed significant asymmetry 

between the fast leg and the slow leg. The fast leg took longer steps while the slow leg 

shortened its steps. However, the control group after several steps could recalibrate its 

walking to a symmetrical pattern where the double support of the fast leg was equal to the 

double support of the slow leg. This return to symmetry was not observed in the cerebellar 

group as they maintained asymmetrical double support periods throughout the adaptation 

period. During the post-adaptation period, only the control group showed after-effects, or a 

reversal in the asymmetry of interlimb variables observed during the early adaptation 

period. Thus, cerebellar damage does not impair the ability to adjust to split-belt 

locomotion, however, it disrupts adaptation  

 

 

The motor Cortex 

 

 The presence of adaptation during prolonged split-belt locomotion has also been 

tested in human adults with a single cerebral or subcortical stroke (Reisman et al. 2007) and 

in children and adolescents who had undergone a surgical removal of an entire cerebral 

hemisphere (Choi et al., 2009). Adults with a single cerebral or subcortical stroke were 

asked to first walk on a tied-belt treadmill with both belts going at equal speeds; to identify 

any initial asymmetry. Later, during the adaptation period, these same patients walked on a 

split-belt treadmill (i.e. the left or the right belt was going at an increased velocity) to test 

for locomotor adaptation. Finally, they walked again on a tied-belt treadmill to identify if 

any after-effects were present. Even though the strokes suffered by these patients caused a 

range of sensory and motor deficits they did not impair their ability to make immediate 

reactive changes (i.e. adjustments) nor did it impair their adaptation (Reisman et al., 2007). 

The stride length and stance time of these patients were symmetrical for the first tied-belt 

period. Upon presentation of the perturbation the values for those parameters became 
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immediately asymmetric and remained asymmetric during the entire split-belt condition. 

Upon returning to tied-belt locomotion, the stride length and stance time returned to 

symmetrical values immediately. The stride length and double support periods also showed 

symmetrical values during the first tied-belt condition and immediately became asymmetric 

during split-belt locomotion. This asymmetry was short lived as the values returned to 

symmetry after 30 steps indicating that locomotor adaptation had occurred. Upon returning 

to the tied-belt condition, a reversal of the initial asymmetry observed during the early split-

belt condition appeared, indicating and after-effect (Reisman et al., 2007). Therefore, 

cerebral damage does not prevent locomotor adaptation.  

 

Spinal Cord 

 

Evidence of adaptation occurring at spinal levels came from a study in spinal cats 

(Zhong et al., 2012). Spinally transected cats at thoracic level T12-T13 were required to walk 

on a treadmill while a rod mounted with a strain gage was placed using a sliding carriage 

that made contact with the dorsal surface of the paw during the swing phase. Kinematic and 

EMG recordings were performed for the first 10 steps prior to tripping, 60 steps during 

tripping and a final 10-20 steps after the tripping rod was removed (Zhong et al., 2012). 

The angles of the hip, knee and ankle joints for the first trip were similar to the angles 

obtained for the first 10 steps with no tripping. As of the second tripping perturbation, joint 

angles were already smaller indicating that the paw started lifting prior to contact with the 

rod. Trip 2 also demonstrated an earlier initiation of the swing phase to allow a higher 

position of paw when it reached the point of the previous perturbation allowing for a 

successful completion of the swing phase (Zhong et al., 2012). These results indicated that 

a single perturbation in a complex motor task resulted in the adoption of a new neural 

control strategy that lasted for the duration of the ipsilateral swing and contralateral stance 

phase of the step cycle. Upon removal of the tripping rod, the joint angles as well as the 

height of the steps were increased as compared to the control steps consistent with an after-

effect (Zhong et al., 2012). These results suggest that spinal circuits can produce locomotor 

adaptation. However, whether spinal circuits can participate in the adaptation to prolonged 

split-belt locomotion has not been investigated.  
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In another study, Heng and deLeon (2007) investigated locomotor adaptation in 

spinal-transected neonatal rats using a velocity-dependent robotic device attached to one of 

their hindlimbs while they walked on a treadmill. They showed that a unilateral viscous 

force initially perturbed hindlimb locomotion in the animals. However, within 

approximately 5 steps, the rats adjusted their walking pattern, indicating that spinal circuits 

interacting with sensory feedback can generate rapid corrective responses. 

 

Hypothesis/Objectives 

 

 At present, the neural structures and mechanisms involved in locomotor adaptation 

are largely unknown. To investigate this issue, the goal of the present study was to develop 

a model of locomotor adaptation in a feline model using the same split-belt paradigm as the 

one commonly used in humans. My thesis is divided into the following two objectives: 

 

Objective #1 

Determine if locomotor adaptation is present in intact cats. 

Several studies have shown that intact cats can adjust to split-belt locomotion 

(Forssberg et al., 1980; Halbertsma, 1983; Frigon et al., 2013; D’Angelo et al., 2014; 

Frigon et al., 2014; Thibaudier et al., 2016).  However, adaptation to prolonged split-belt 

locomotion has not been studied in the intact cat or in another quadruped. Therefore, the 

first objective of this study was to investigate locomotor adaptation in intact adult cats 

using the same split-belt locomotor adaptation paradigm as the one used in human studies 

(Reisman et al., 2005) to determine if the adaptation to prolonged split-belt locomotion 

observed in human bipedal locomotion is also present in cat quadrupedal locomotion.  

 

Objective #2 

Determine if spinal circuits contribute to locomotor adaptation 

 Previous studies have also shown that spinal cats can adjust to split-belt locomotion 

where one hindlimb steps faster than the other (Forssberg, 1980; Frigon et al. 2013, 2017). 
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Spinal cats can also adapt their pattern to persistent perturbation (Zhong et al. 2012). Due to 

the importance of spinal circuits in controlling locomotion and previously reported findings 

of locomotor adaptation in spinal mammals, we hypothesized that the hindlimbs of spinal 

cats could adapt their pattern during prolonged split-belt locomotion, consistent with a role 

of spinal circuits in locomotor adaptation. To test this hypothesis, we investigated 

locomotor adaptation to prolonged split-belt locomotion in spinal cats.  
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Abstract 

In humans, gait adapts to prolonged walking on a split-belt treadmill, where one leg 

steps faster than the other, by gradually restoring the symmetry of interlimb kinematic 

variables, such as double support periods and step lengths, and by reducing muscle activity 

(EMG, electromyography). The adaptation is also characterized by reversing the 

asymmetry of interlimb variables observed during the early split-belt period when returning 

to tied-belt locomotion, termed an after-effect. To determine if cats adapt to prolonged 

split-belt locomotion and to assess if spinal locomotor circuits participate in the adaptation, 

we measured interlimb variables and EMG in intact and spinal-transected cats before, 

during and after 10 min of split-belt locomotion. In spinal cats only the hindlimbs 

performed stepping with the forelimbs stationary. In intact and spinal cats, step lengths and 

double support periods were, on average, symmetric, during tied-belt locomotion. They 

became asymmetric during split-belt locomotion and remained asymmetric throughout the 

split-belt period. Upon returning to tied-belt locomotion, symmetry was immediately 
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restored. In intact cats, the mean EMG amplitude of hindlimb extensors increased during 

split-belt locomotion and remained increased throughout the split-belt period, whereas in 

spinal cats, EMG amplitude did not change. Therefore, the results indicate that the 

locomotor pattern of cats does not adapt to prolonged split-belt locomotion, suggesting an 

important physiological difference in the control of locomotion between cats and humans. 

We propose that restoring left-right symmetry is not required to maintain balance during 

prolonged asymmetric locomotion in the cat, a quadruped, as opposed to human bipedal 

locomotion. 

 

Introduction 

Coordinating the limbs is essential for terrestrial locomotion in mammals and neural and 

biomechanical mechanisms have evolved to ensure a flexible control of interlimb 

coordination in changing environments [recently reviewed in (Zehr et al., 2016;Frigon, 

2017)]. When confronted with persistent perturbations in the external environment, the 

interlimb pattern can adapt. Adaptation is defined as a recalibration of the movement in 

response to a persistent perturbation and the presence of aftereffects when the perturbation 

is removed, indicating storage of the new pattern within the central nervous system (Martin 

et al., 1996;Bastian, 2008;Vasudevan et al., 2011).  

Split-belt locomotion, where the speed of each limb is controlled independently, can 

induce adaptation in decerebrate cats (Yanagihara et al., 1993;Yanagihara & Udo, 

1994;Yanagihara & Kondo, 1996) and in humans (Prokop et al., 1995;Reisman et al., 

2005). In decerebrate cats, locomotor adaptation was investigated by having one forelimb 

step at about twice the speed of the other three limbs. In these studies, fluctuations in 

forelimb kinematic variables were measured to investigate locomotor adaptation. Marked 

fluctuations, defined as large deviations from the mean on a step-by-step basis, in 

cycle/phase durations and in double support periods of the forelimbs were observed during 

the early split-belt period. These fluctuations gradually disappeared and were reduced in 

subsequent trials so that by the third trial, they were absent (Yanagihara & Kondo, 1996). It 

was shown that Purkinje cells in the cerebellar vermis received greater climbing fiber 

inputs during split-belt locomotion, potentially as an error signal to drive the locomotor 

adaptation (Yanagihara & Udo, 1994). Additionally, nitric oxide deprivation in the 
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cerebellar vermis prevented locomotor adaptation, even with repeated trials (Yanagihara & 

Kondo, 1996). 

More recently, Reisman et al. (2005) developed a split-belt paradigm to investigate 

locomotor adaptation in humans that consisted of tied-belt locomotion (pre-adaptation 

period), followed by about 10 min of split-belt locomotion (adaptation period) and a return 

to tied-belt locomotion (post-adaptation period). In this study, the left-right symmetry of 

kinematic variables in the legs was measured to investigate locomotor adaptation. In pre-

adaptation, intralimb (stride lengths, stance durations) and interlimb (double support 

periods and step lengths) kinematic variables were symmetric bilaterally. During early 

adaptation, intralimb and interlimb kinematic variables became asymmetric. However, 

during late adaptation, while intralimb variables remained asymmetric, interlimb variables 

became symmetric. In early post-adaptation, intralimb variables immediately returned to 

symmetry, whereas interlimb variables displayed a reversal of the asymmetry observed 

during early adaptation. This aftereffect provided evidence that the central nervous system 

was learning and storing a new pattern during the adaptation period. Adaptation to split-belt 

locomotion has been confirmed in several studies in human children and adults (Morton & 

Bastian, 2006;Choi & Bastian, 2007;Vasudevan & Bastian, 2010;Malone & Bastian, 

2010;Musselman et al., 2011;Vasudevan et al., 2011;Malone et al., 2012;Finley et al., 

2013;Malone & Bastian, 2014;Forbes et al., 2017). An important cerebellar contribution in 

adapting to split-belt locomotion in humans was also proposed because people with 

cerebellar damage had impaired adaptation (Morton & Bastian, 2006).   

Despite an important role for the cerebellum in locomotor adaptation, other neural 

structures might also participate. In particular, spinal circuits, which play an essential role 

in producing the basic locomotor pattern (McCrea & Rybak, 2008;Brownstone & Wilson, 

2008;Grillner & Jessell, 2009;Frigon, 2012;Kiehn, 2016), were shown to produce motor 

adaptation and have the basic neuronal elements for learning (Brownstone et al., 2015). 

Indeed, the limb trajectory of spinal cats and rats was altered in response to external 

perturbations (e.g. contacting an obstacle or force fields) and remained altered after 

removing the perturbation (Heng & de Leon, 2007;Zhong et al., 2012). In the present study, 

we tested the hypothesis that spinal circuits contribute to locomotor adaptation by 

investigating a return towards symmetry and presence of after-effects in spinal cats using a 
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split-belt treadmill paradigm. We had hypothesized that the interlimb pattern of spinal cats 

would show adaptation during prolonged split-belt locomotion because of the prominent 

role of the spinal cord in generating locomotion. However, after finding no locomotor 

adaptation in spinal cats, we investigated adaptation to split-belt locomotion in intact cats, 

where we also found no evidence of adaptation. The results suggest an important 

physiological difference in how cats, a quadruped, and humans, a biped, respond to 

prolonged asymmetric locomotion in order to produce stable gait. 

 

 

Methods 

Ethical Approval 

All procedures were approved by the Animal Care Committee of the Université de 

Sherbrooke and were in accordance with policies and directives of the Canadian Council on 

Animal Care (Protocol number 362-14). The current data set was obtained from eight adult 

cats, five females and three males, weighing between 3.5 and 7.5 kg. Four cats were studied 

in the intact state (intact cats) and four following a spinal transection at thoracic levels 

(spinal cats). Before and after experiments, cats were housed and fed in a dedicated room 

within the animal care facility of the Faculty of medicine and health sciences at the 

Université de Sherbrooke. As part of our effort to reduce the number of animals that we use 

in research, all cats participated in other studies to address different scientific questions 

(Frigon et al., 2013;Thibaudier et al., 2013;D'Angelo et al., 2014;Frigon et al., 

2014;Thibaudier & Frigon, 2014;Dambreville et al., 2015;Frigon et al., 2015;Hurteau et 

al., 2015;Dambreville et al., 2016;Frigon et al., 2017;Hurteau et al., 2017;Thibaudier et al., 

2017). The experiments comply with the ARRIVE guidelines (Kilkenny et al., 2010) and 

principles of animal research established by the Journal of Physiology (Grundy, 2015). 

 

General surgical procedures 

The surgeries for implantation of electrodes and spinal transection were performed in an 

operating room under aseptic conditions with sterilized equipment. Cats were sedated with 

an intramuscular injection of butorphanol (0.4 mg/kg), acepromazine (0.1 mg/kg), and 

glycopyrrolate (0.01 mg/kg) while induction was done with an intramuscular injection of 
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ketamine/diazepam (0.11 ml/kg in a 1:1 ratio). The fur overlying the back, stomach, and 

hindlimbs of the cats was shaved. Cats were anesthetised with isoflurane (1.5–3%) using a 

mask and then intubated with a flexible endotracheal tube. During surgery, isoflurane 

concentration (1.5 - 3%) was adjusted as needed by monitoring cardiac and respiratory 

rates, by applying pressure to the paw to detect limb withdrawal, and by evaluating jaw 

tone. To maintain core body temperature between 35° and 37 °C, a water-filled heating pad 

was placed under the animal and an infrared lamp was positioned ∼50 cm from the cat. 

Body temperature was monitored using a rectal thermometer. During surgery, an antibiotic 

(Convenia, 0.1 ml/kg) was administrated subcutaneously and a transdermal fentanyl patch 

(25 mcg/h) was fixed to the back of the animal 2–3 cm rostral to the base of the tail. 

Buprenorphine (0.01 mg/kg), a fast-acting analgesic, was also injected subcutaneously at 

the end of the surgery and ∼7 h later. After surgery, cats were placed in an incubator and 

closely monitored until they regained consciousness. The fentanyl patch was removed 5-7 

days post-surgery. At the end of the experiments, a lethal dose of pentobarbital was 

administered through the left or right cephalic vein. 

 

Implantation of electrodes 

Cats were implanted with electrodes to chronically record muscle activity (EMG, 

electromyography). Pairs of Teflon insulated multistrain fine wires (AS633; Cooner wire, 

Chatsworth, CA) were directed subcutaneously from 1 head-mounted 34-pin connector 

(Omnetics Connector Corporation, Minneapolis, MN) and sewn into the belly of selected 

hindlimb muscles for bipolar recordings. During the implantation, we verified electrode 

placement by electrically stimulating each muscle through the appropriate head connector 

channel. In the present study, we used recordings from the vastus lateralis (VL, knee 

extensor) or the lateral gastrocnemius (LG, ankle extensor/knee flexor) to provide extensor 

EMG. We also show recordings from the anterior sartorius (hip flexor/knee extensor), the 

medial gastrocnemius (ankle extensor/knee flexor) and the triceps brachii (elbow extensor). 

 

Spinal transection and training 

In four cats, the spinal cord was transected at low thoracic levels. A small incision of the 

skin was made over the 12th and 13th thoracic vertebrae. After carefully setting aside muscle 
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and connective tissue, a small laminectomy of the dorsal bone was made and the dura was 

removed. Lidocaine (xylocaine) was applied topically and 2-3 injections were made within 

the spinal cord. The spinal cord was then transected with surgical scissors. Hemostatic 

material (Spongostan) was inserted within the gap and muscles and skin were sewn back to 

close the opening in anatomic layers. In spinal cats, the bladder was manually expressed 

one to two times daily and animals were monitored by experienced personnel. The 

hindlimbs were cleaned as needed. 

After one week, cats started treadmill training five times a week to recover hindlimb 

locomotion, with each training session lasting ~20 min. Early after spinal transection, 

training consisted of two experimenters moving the hindlimbs over the moving treadmill 

belt to reproduce a locomotor pattern, with one of the experimenters holding the tail for 

support. The forelimbs were positioned on a fixed platform located 1 cm above the belt. A 

Plexiglas separator was placed between the hindlimbs to prevent crossing. After a few days 

of training, stepping movements could be elicited by stimulating the skin of the perineal 

region. Over the course of a few additional weeks, cats recovered full weight bearing 

hindlimb locomotion with consistent plantar placement. During data collection, an 

experimenter held the tail to provide lateral equilibrium. 

 

Experimental protocol 

Experiments were performed on an animal treadmill with two independently controlled 

running surfaces 120 cm long and 30 cm wide (Bertec Corporation, Columbus, OH). At the 

time of data collection, intact and spinal cats had been trained for >6 weeks to step on the 

treadmill and had performed several sessions of short bouts (20-30 cycles) of split-belt 

locomotion at various left-right split-belt speeds (Frigon et al., 2013;D'Angelo et al., 

2014;Frigon et al., 2015;Frigon et al., 2017). In the present study, to investigate locomotor 

adaptation, cats performed a baseline period consisting of 1-2 minutes of tied-belt 

locomotion, followed by 10 minutes of split-belt locomotion, where the speed of one limb 

was increased, before returning to tied-belt locomotion for 1-2 min (same left-right speeds 

as baseline). The periods of tied-belt locomotion that precede and follow split-belt 

locomotion are referred to as T1 and T2, respectively, while the early and late split-belt 

periods are referred to as S1 and S2. We refer to the hindlimb stepping on the fast belt as 
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the fast limb and the hindlimb on the slow belt as the slow limb, even during tied-belt 

locomotion. 

A comfortable stepping speed for intact cats on a treadmill is in the range of 0.4 m/s to 

0.6 m/s. Here, we used this range of speeds for the limbs stepping on the slower belt. In 

intact cats, different speeds for the slow and fast limbs were tested within and between cats 

(Table 1, see Discussion). Intact Cat 1 performed three sessions with the slow limbs at 0.5 

m/s and the fast limbs at 0.8 m/s and two sessions with the slow limbs at 0.5 m/s and fast 

limbs at 1.0 m/s. Intact Cat 2 performed two sessions with the slow and fast limbs at 0.4 

m/s and 0.6 m/s, respectively. Intact Cat 3 performed one session with the slow and fast 

limbs at 0.5 m/s and 0.9 m/s, respectively, while Intact Cat 4 performed one session with 

the slow and fast limbs at 0.6 m/s and 0.9 m/s, respectively. Each spinal cat performed two 

sessions with slow and fast limbs at 0.4 m/s and 0.6 m/s, respectively. In all cats, the tied-

belt speed at T1 and T2 was the slow belt speed so that only the fast limb changed speed 

during the split-belt period. Speed transitions between tied-belt and split-belt periods were 

made with an acceleration of 2.0 m/s2. In the following text, the differences in speed 

between the slow and fast limbs are expressed as a slow:fast speed ratio. The mean 

slow:fast ratios for intact and spinal cats were 1:1.7 and 1:1.5, respectively.   

Table 1. The speeds of the left and right belts for individual sessions in intact and 

spinal cats. 
Intact cats Spinal cats 

 

 

Cat 1, session 1 

Cat 1, session 2 

Cat 1, session 3 

Cat 1, session 4 

Cat 1, session 5 

Cat 2, session 1 

Cat 2, session 2 

Cat 3 

Cat 4 

Left speed (m/s) 

 

0.5 

0.5 

0.8 

0.5 

1.0 

0.4 

0.6 

0.5 

0.9 

Right speed (m/s) 

 

0.8 

0.8 

0.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.6 

0.4 

0.9 

0.6 

 

 

Cat 1, session 1 

Cat 1, session 2 

Cat 2, session 1 

Cat 2, session 2 

Cat 3, session 1 

Cat 3, session 2 

Cat 4, session 1 

Cat 4, session 2 

 

Left speed (m/s) 

 

0.4 

0.6 

0.4 

0.6 

0.4 

0.6 

0.4 

0.6 

Right speed (m/s) 

 

0.6 

0.4 

0.6 

0.4 

0.6 

0.4 

0.6 

0.4 

 

Data collection and analysis 
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During experiments, videos of the left and right sides were captured with two cameras 

(Basler AcA640-100 gm) at 60 frames per second with a spatial resolution of 640 by 480 

pixels. Cameras were positioned approximately 50 cm away from the treadmill on each 

side. A custom-made Labview program acquired images and synchronized the cameras 

with the EMG. Videos were analyzed off-line at 60 frames per second using custom-made 

software. Contact of the paw and its most caudal displacement were determined for both 

hindlimbs by visual inspection. Paw contact was defined as the first frame where the paw 

made visible contact with the treadmill surface while the most caudal displacement of the 

limb was the frame with the most caudal displacement of the toe. EMG was pre-amplified 

(x10, custom-made system), bandpass filtered (30–1000 Hz) and amplified (x100–5000) 

using a 16-channel amplifier (AM Systems Model 3500, Sequim, WA). EMG data were 

digitized (2000 Hz) with a National Instruments card (NI 6032E) and acquired with 

custom-made acquisition software and stored digitally. Due to the loss of some EMG 

signals over time, we did not have reliable extensor EMGs from Intact Cats 3 and 4. 

To assess changes in the hindlimb pattern and investigate locomotor adaptation during 

prolonged split-belt locomotion, we performed an analysis similar to Reisman et al. (2005). 

All measurements were performed in the hindlimbs with the exception of double support 

periods in intact cats, where both forelimb and hindlimb double support periods were 

measured. The following intralimb variables were measured: 1) Cycle duration, defined as 

the interval of time between successive contacts of the same limb. As cats maintained equal 

cycle duration between the slow and fast limbs, or a 1:1 coordination pattern, we used cycle 

duration from the slow hindlimb. 2) Stance duration, defined as the interval of time from 

paw contact to the most caudal displacement of the limb. Slow and fast stance durations 

refer to the stance durations of the slow and fast limbs, respectively. The following 

interlimb variables were measured: 1) Double support periods, defined as the time when 

both forelimbs or both hindlimbs were in contact with the surface. For the forelimbs and 

hindlimbs, there are two periods of double support: from left forelimb/hindlimb contact to 

right forelimb/hindlimb lift off and from right forelimb/hindlimb contact to left 

forelimb/hindlimb lift off. Fast double support refers to the period from fast 

forelimb/hindlimb contact to slow forelimb/hindlimb lift off, whereas slow double support 

refers to the period from slow forelimb/hindlimb contact to fast forelimb/hindlimb lift off. 
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2) Step length, defined as the anterior-posterior distance between the leading limb and 

trailing limb at contact of the leading limb. The distance was measured from the front of the 

toes for each hindlimb. Fast step length refers to the step length measured at contact of the 

fast limb while slow step length refers to step length measured at contact of the slow limb. 

To assess the symmetry of intralimb and interlimb variables, a slow:fast ratio was 

measured for stance durations, double support periods and step lengths (Reisman et al., 

2005). A ratio of 1 represents perfect symmetry while a ratio above 1 indicates that the 

value on the slow side was greater than the one of the fast side. 

For EMG, burst onsets and offsets were determined in the VL or LG muscles by visual 

inspection by the same experimenter (Frigon) from the raw EMG waveforms using a 

custom-made program. Burst duration was measured from onset to offset while mean EMG 

amplitude was measured by integrating the full-wave rectified EMG burst from onset to 

offset and dividing it by its burst duration. The activity of VL or LG was recorded and 

quantified to provide a measure of hindlimb extensor activity in intact and spinal cats. 

Although these muscles were recorded bilaterally, some recordings were lost in some cats 

over time. As such, we selected the EMGs with the highest signal to noise ratio for 

quantification in each cat. 

 

Statistics 

For statistical analyses, we averaged the last fifteen step cycles of the baseline period 

(T1), the first (S1) and last (S2) fifteen step cycles of the split-belt period and the first 

fifteen step cycles of the post-split period (T2). In total, we analyzed nine sessions from 

four intact cats and eight sessions from four spinal cats. In the intact group, one cat 

contributed five sessions while another cat contributed two, with one session for the other 

two cats. The reason for this was that few intact cats could maintain stable hindlimb 

locomotion for 12-15 consecutive minutes (see Discussion). In the spinal group, each cat 

contributed two sessions, one with each hindlimb as the slow limb. For statistical analysis, 

sessions were pooled for intact and for spinal cats. We used a one factor (test period) 

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the intralimb (cycle duration, stance 

duration) and interlimb (step length, double support periods) kinematic variables as well as 

their slow:fast ratios to determine if there was an effect of testing period (T1, S1, S2, T2). 
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The same statistical tests were also performed on EMG burst durations and mean 

amplitudes. If a significant effect of test period was found with the ANOVA, pairwise 

comparisons were then performed to test for significant differences between test periods. 

Statistical tests were performed with SPSS 17.0. Significance level was set at P< 0.05.  

 

Results 

Adjustments in the locomotor pattern before, during and after prolonged split-belt 

locomotion 

To determine how the locomotor pattern adjusts to prolonged asymmetric stepping and 

to assess the presence of locomotor adaptation, we collected and measured kinematic and 

EMG data before, during and after 10 min of split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats. 

From the video recordings, we identified stance onsets and offsets to measure cycle/stance 

durations, double support periods and step lengths bilaterally. From the EMG data, we 

measured EMG burst durations and mean amplitudes from extensor muscles bilaterally.  

 

Figure 1. Modulation of the locomotor pattern before, during and after prolonged 
split-belt locomotion in an intact and spinal cat. Each panel shows the electromyography 
(EMG) of muscles in the slow and fast hindlimbs along with the hindlimb stance phases 
during the four test periods (T1, S1, S2 and T2). For a given muscle, the vertical scale is the 
same in all panels. Periods of double support are indicated by vertical lines at stance onsets 
and offsets of the slow and fast limbs. A) Data are from Intact Cat 1 (session 4) stepping at 
speeds of 0.5 m/s and 1.0 m/s for the slow and fast limbs, respectively, or a 1:2 slow:fast 
speed ratio. B) Data are from Spinal Cat 1 (session 1) stepping at speeds of 0.4 m/s and 0.6 
m/s for the slow and fast hindlimbs, respectively, or a 1:1.5 slow:fast speed ratio. Srt, 
sartorius; VL, vastus lateralis. 
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Figure 1 shows the locomotor pattern during the tied-belt period before (T1) split-belt 

locomotion, in the early (S1) and late (S2) periods of split-belt locomotion, and upon 

returning to tied-belt locomotion (T2) following the split-belt period in one intact (Fig. 1A) 

and one spinal (Fig. 1B) cat. Figure 2 shows stance durations, double support periods and 

step lengths for 27-30 consecutive cycles in the T1, S1, S2 and T2 testing periods for the 

sessions shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Intralimb and interlimb variables before, during and after prolonged split-
belt locomotion in an intact and spinal cat. Left and right panels show data from an intact 
(Intact Cat 1, session 4) and a spinal (Spinal Cat 1, session 1) cat, respectively, for A) 
stance durations, B) double support periods and C) step lengths. Each data point represents 
a value obtained from a cycle; shown are 27-30 cycles during the four test periods (T1, S1, 
S2 and T2) for the slow and fast limbs.  
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The left and right panels of Figure 2 show data from an intact and spinal cat, respectively. 

The T1 period is also referred to as the baseline. Studies have shown rapid adjustments in 

phase durations during split-belt locomotion to maintain equal cycle duration bilaterally, or 

a 1:1 coordination, in cats (Kulagin & Shik, 1970;Forssberg et al., 1980;Frigon et al., 

2013;D'Angelo et al., 2014;Frigon et al., 2015;Frigon et al., 2017) and humans (Dietz et 

al., 1994;Yang et al., 2005;Reisman et al., 2005;Musselman et al., 2011). As a proportion 

of the cycle, the stance duration of the limb stepping on the slow and fast belts are 

respectively lengthened and shortened. The swing phase of the fast limb occupies a greater 

percentage of the cycle while the swing phase of the slow limb remains relatively 

unchanged or is slightly decreased. During prolonged split-belt locomotion in human adults 

and children, the durations of the stance phases on the slow and fast belts do not change 

over time (Reisman et al., 2005;Musselman et al., 2011). In other words, stance durations 

do not show adaptation and remain asymmetric. In the present study, we confirm these 

findings in intact and spinal cats. During T1, stance durations of the left and right hindlimbs 

were mostly symmetric (Fig. 2A). However, during split-belt locomotion, the stance 

duration of the hindlimb stepping on the fast belt was reduced compared to baseline while 

on the slow belt it remained around T1 values. Stance durations remained asymmetric over 

time during split-belt locomotion (S2) and symmetry recovered upon returning to tied-belt 

locomotion (T2). 

Periods of double support and step lengths also become asymmetric when switching 

from tied-belt to split-belt locomotion in humans (Reisman et al., 2005). However, contrary 

to stance phase durations, studies in humans have shown that periods of double support and 

step lengths return towards symmetry during prolonged split-belt locomotion and show 

after-effects (i.e. a reversal of the initial asymmetry) when returning to tied-belt locomotion 

(Reisman et al., 2005;Musselman et al., 2011). Double support periods are mainly 

determined by the timing of the lift off of the trailing limb. In the example shown for the 

intact cat, periods of double support were mostly symmetric during T1, became asymmetric 

compared to baseline during the early split-belt period and this asymmetry was maintained 

into the late split-belt period (Fig. 2B, left panel). Symmetry recovered when returning to 

tied-belt locomotion. In the spinal cat, the double support periods were asymmetric during 

T1 and this asymmetry was increased compared to baseline during the early split-belt 
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period and maintained into the late split-belt period (Fig. 2B, right panel). At T2, double 

support periods appeared more symmetric than at T1.  

Step length, another interlimb variable, is mainly determined by the position of the 

trailing limb and as the limb on the fast belt has time to travel further back before its 

homologue makes contact, the step length at contact of the slow limb is longer during split-

belt locomotion (Fig. 2C). In the intact and spinal cat, the asymmetry in step lengths 

observed in S1 was maintained in S2, with no noticeable changes between the early and 

late split-belt periods, although the asymmetry was more pronounced in the spinal cat. In 

the intact cat, symmetry immediately recovered in T2. In the spinal cat, the asymmetry 

found in T1 returned in T2. 

 

Temporal and spatial kinematic adjustments to prolonged split-belt locomotion 

To determine how a 1:1 coordination was maintained over time during prolonged split-

belt locomotion, we measured cycle and stance durations in the four testing periods (T1, 

S1, S2 and T2).  
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Figure 3. Cycle and stance durations before, during and after prolonged split-belt 
locomotion in intact and spinal cats. Left and right panels show data from intact and 
spinal cats, respectively, for A) cycle duration, B) stance duration of the slow limb and C) 
stance duration of the fast limb. Values are expressed as a percentage of the first testing 
period (T1). Panels show data obtained from individual sessions and for the mean. For 
individual sessions, data points are the average of 15 cycles in the four testing periods (T1, 
S1, S2 and T2) while the mean is the average of individual sessions ± the standard 
deviation. In the legend, the slow:fast speed ratios are indicated in brackets next to the 
sessions. The P values at the top of each panel show the main effects of the repeated 
measures ANOVA, whereas the asterisks show significant differences of the pairwise 
comparisons between test periods. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.  
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For pooled data, despite some variability between sessions, cycle duration was significantly 

reduced during split-belt locomotion compared to baseline in intact and spinal cats with no 

differences between early and late split-belt periods (Fig. 3A). This reduction in cycle 

duration was mediated by a significant decrease in the stance duration of the fast limb (Fig. 

3C), as stance duration of the slow limb was not affected (Fig. 3A). Cycle and stance 

durations during tied-belt locomotion were not significantly different before and after split-

belt locomotion.  

Interlimb parameters (i.e. double support periods, step lengths) were also significantly 

altered during split-belt locomotion with adjustments mainly observed for the measures 

taken at contact of the slow limb. Double support periods were measured for both the fore- 

and hindlimbs in intact cats and for the hindlimbs in spinal cats. In intact cats, the results 

were similar for both pairs of limbs, which were similar to those found for the hindlimbs of 

spinal cats.  
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Figure 4. Double support periods before, during and after prolonged split-belt 
locomotion in intact and spinal cats. The left and middle panels show data from the fore- 
and hindlimbs of intact cats, respectively, while the right panel shows data of spinal cats for 
double support periods at contact of A) the slow limb and B) the fast limb. Values are 
expressed as a percentage of the first testing period (T1). Panels show data obtained from 
individual sessions and for the mean. For individual sessions, data points are the average of 
15 cycles in the four testing periods (T1, S1, S2 and T2) while the mean is the average of 
individual sessions ± the standard deviation. In the legend, the slow:fast speed ratios are 
indicated in brackets next to the sessions. The P values at the top of each panel show the 
main effects of the repeated measures ANOVA, whereas the asterisks show significant 
differences of the pairwise comparisons between test periods. ***P < 0.001. 
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For instance, the double support period from contact of the slow forelimb/hindlimb to lift 

off of the fast forelimb/hindlimb was significantly reduced compared to baseline during 

split-belt locomotion, indicating that there was less time spent in double support (Fig. 4A). 

In intact cats, there was also a significant reduction from the early to the late split-belt 

period. The double support period at contact of the slow forelimb/hindlimb was reduced 

compared to baseline because the fast forelimb/hindlimb transitioned to swing earlier. 

Values returned to baseline values when switching back to tied-belt locomotion after the 10 

min of split-belt locomotion. The double support period from contact of the fast 

forelimb/hindlimb to lift off of the slow forelimb/hindlimb was not affected by split-belt 

locomotion (Fig. 4B). Step lengths were only measured for the hindlimbs.  
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Figure 5. Step lengths before, during and after prolonged split-belt locomotion in 
intact and spinal cats. Left and right panels show data from intact and spinal cats, 
respectively, for step lengths at contact of A) the slow limb and B) the fast limb. Values are 
expressed as a percentage of the first testing period (T1). Panels show data obtained from 
individual sessions and for the mean. For individual sessions, data points are the average of 
15 cycles in the four testing periods (T1, S1, S2 and T2) while the mean is the average of 
individual sessions ± the standard deviation. In the legend, the slow:fast speed ratios are 
indicated in brackets next to the sessions. The P values at the top of each panel show the 
main effects of the repeated measures ANOVA, whereas the asterisks show significant 
differences of the pairwise comparisons between test periods. ***P < 0.001. 
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The step length at contact of the slow hindlimb was significantly increased compared to 

baseline during split-belt locomotion, with no differences between early and late split-belt 

periods (Fig. 5A). Values returned to baseline values when switching back to tied-belt 

locomotion after the 10 min of split-belt locomotion. The step length at contact of the fast 

hindlimb was not significantly affected by split-belt locomotion (Fig. 5B). The step length 

at contact of the slow hindlimb increased because the hindlimb stepping on the fast belt 

extends more caudally during the swing phase of the slow limb. Thus, as the slow limb 

makes contact, the fast limb has extended more caudally and step length is greater.    

Therefore, as speed was increased for one limb when switching from tied-belt to split-

belt locomotion, adjustments in intralimb and interlimb parameters were mainly produced 

by the faster stepping limb in intact and spinal cats. Intralimb and interlimb parameters did 

not show additional adjustments from early to late split-belt periods, with the exception of a 

greater reduction in the double support period at contact of the slow forelimb/hindlimb in 

intact cats. 

 

Lack of locomotor adaptation during prolonged split-belt locomotion 

Kinematics. The presence of adaptation with split-belt locomotion in human studies has 

been demonstrated by a gradual return in the symmetry of interlimb variables (double 

support periods or step lengths) and a reversal of the asymmetry upon returning to tied-belt 

locomotion that was observed in the early split-belt period, which was termed an after-

effect (Reisman et al., 2005). To determine if there was a return towards symmetry and 

after-effects in intact and spinal cats, we measured the ratio between the slow and fast limbs 

of intralimb and interlimb variables during the four testing periods (T1, S1, S2, T2).  
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Figure 6. Symmetry of intralimb and interlimb variables before, during and after 
prolonged split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats. Left and right panels show data 
from intact and spinal cats, respectively, for the slow:fast ratios of A) stance durations, B) 
double support periods and C) step lengths. Values were obtained by dividing slow side by 
fast side values. Panels show values obtained from individual sessions and for the mean. 
For individual sessions, data points are the average of 15 cycles in the four testing periods 
(T1, S1, S2 and T2) while the mean is the average of individual sessions ± the standard 
deviation. In the legend, the slow:fast speed ratios are indicated in brackets next to the 
sessions. The P values at the top of each panel show the main effects of the repeated 
measures ANOVA, whereas the asterisks show significant differences of the pairwise 
comparisons between test periods. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 
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The slow:fast ratio for the intralimb variable, stance duration, was significantly increased 

compared to baseline during split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats (Fig. 6A), 

indicating that stance duration is longer for the limb stepping on the slow belt. There were 

no significant differences between the early and late split-belt periods or between the first 

and second tied-belt periods, consistent with a lack of adaptation in stance duration during 

prolonged split-belt locomotion, as reported in human studies (Reisman et al., 

2005;Musselman et al., 2011). However, contrary to human studies, interlimb parameters 

also did not adapt to prolonged split-belt locomotion. Indeed, the slow:fast hindlimb double 

support ratio was significantly decreased compared to baseline during prolonged split-belt 

locomotion (Fig. 6B) while the step length ratio was significantly increased (Fig. 6C). The 

slow:fast forelimb double support ratio observed during S1 (0.77 ± 0.20) was also 

significantly decreased (p < 0.001) compared to baseline values (1.04 ± 0.21) (data not 

shown). For forelimb/hindlimb double support periods and hindlimb step lengths, there 

were no significant differences between the early and late split-belt periods or between the 

first and second tied-belt periods, consistent with a lack of adaptation of interlimb 

variables. 

 

EMG. Another way to track locomotor adaptation during prolonged split-belt locomotion is 

to record muscle activity. For instance, it was shown in humans that the EMG amplitude of 

most leg muscles was reduced from early to late split-belt period, as interlimb kinematic 

variables adapted, indicating that changes in EMG can reflect locomotor adaptation (Finley 

et al., 2013;Maclellan et al., 2014;Forbes et al., 2017). In the present study, to determine 

how muscle activity was modulated before, during and after prolonged split-belt 

locomotion in intact and spinal cats, we measured EMG burst durations and mean 

amplitudes of extensor muscles in the slow and fast limbs during the four testing periods 

(T1, S1, S2 and T2) using chronically implanted electrodes.  
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Figure 7. Burst durations and mean amplitudes of extensor muscle activity before, 
during and after prolonged split-belt locomotion in an intact and a spinal cat. Left and 
right panels show data from an intact (Intact Cat 1, session 4) and a spinal (Spinal Cat 1, 
session 1) cat, respectively, for A) burst durations and B) mean amplitudes of the vastus 
lateralis (VL) muscles of the fast and slow limbs. Each data point represents a value 
obtained from a cycle; shown are 27-30 cycles during the four test periods (T1, S1, S2 and 
T2) for the slow and fast limbs. 
 

Examples from an intact and a spinal cat are shown in Figure 7. During split-belt 

locomotion, VL burst durations decreased compared to baseline in the fast limb whereas 

those in the slow limb remained around T1 values, or could be longer (Fig. 7A). In the 

intact cat, VL burst durations were higher upon returning to tied-belt locomotion compared 

to baseline whereas in the spinal cat, values were similar to T1. The mean amplitude of VL 

bursts increased bilaterally compared to baseline in the intact cat during split-belt 

locomotion, with a greater relative increase in the slow limb (Fig. 7B). Following split-belt 
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locomotion, VL mean amplitudes were slightly higher than at T1, especially for the slow 

limb. In the spinal cat, VL mean amplitudes remained around T1 values during split-belt 

locomotion. Upon returning to tied-belt locomotion, the VL mean amplitude of the slow 

limb remained unchanged compared to baseline while the mean amplitude of the VL in the 

fast limb was reduced. 

What we observed across sessions is that changes in extensor burst durations were 

relatively consistent whereas modulation of mean amplitude was more variable.  
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Figure 8. Burst durations of extensor muscles before, during and after prolonged 
split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats. Left and right panels show data from 
intact and spinal cats, respectively, for EMG burst durations of extensors for A) the slow 
limb and B) the fast limb. Values are expressed as a percentage of the first testing period 
(T1). Panels show data obtained from individual sessions and for the mean. For individual 
sessions, data points are the average of 15 cycles in the four testing periods (T1, S1, S2 and 
T2) while the mean is the average of individual sessions ± the standard deviation. In the 
legend, the slow:fast speed ratios are indicated in brackets next to the sessions. The P 
values at the top of each panel show the main effects of the repeated measures ANOVA, 
whereas the asterisks show significant differences of the pairwise comparisons between test 
periods. **P < 0.01. 
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For instance, the extensor burst duration in the fast limb was significantly reduced 

compared to baseline in intact and spinal cats, with no differences between early and late 

split-belt periods or between T1 and T2 (Fig. 8B). Extensor burst durations in the slow limb 

were not affected by split-belt locomotion and no differences were found between the two 

tied-belt periods (Fig. 8A). Thus, intact and spinal cats modulate extensor burst durations 

similarly during split-belt locomotion and these changes parallel those observed in the 

durations of the stance phase bilaterally (Fig. 3).  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Mean amplitudes of extensor muscles before, during and after prolonged 
split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats. Left and right panels show data from 
intact and spinal cats, respectively, for EMG mean amplitudes of extensors for A) the slow 
limb and B) the fast limb. Values are expressed as a percentage of the first testing period 
(T1). Panels show data obtained from individual sessions and for the mean. For individual 
sessions, data points are the average of 15 cycles in the four testing periods (T1, S1, S2 and 
T2) while the mean is the average of individual sessions ± the standard deviation. In the 
legend, the slow:fast speed ratios are indicated in brackets next to the sessions. The P 
values at the top of each panel show the main effects of the repeated measures ANOVA, 
whereas the asterisks show significant differences of the pairwise comparisons between test 
periods. *P < 0.05. 
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However, mean amplitude of extensor muscles showed differential modulation in intact and 

spinal cats. In intact cats, the mean amplitude of extensor muscles was significantly 

increased compared to baseline in both the slow (Fig. 9A) and fast (Fig. 9B) limbs during 

split-belt locomotion. No significant differences were found between early and late split-

belt periods or between the two tied-belt periods. In contrast to intact cats, spinal cats 

showed no modulation of extensor EMG mean amplitude during split-belt locomotion. 

Therefore, the absence of significant changes between early and late split-belt periods is 

consistent with a lack of adaptation in muscle activity during prolonged split-belt 

locomotion. 

 

The effect of high speed ratios between the slow and fast belts in intact cats 

The data presented earlier was obtained with relatively small slow:fast speed ratios 

during the split-belt period, with a range of 1:1.5 to 1:2 in intact cats and a ratio of 1:1.5 in 

spinal cats. Could the lack of motor adaptation be due to an insufficient difference in speed 

between the slow and fast sides? In human infants and spinal cats, if the difference between 

the slow and fast belts is increased, the limb on the fast belt starts taking more steps than 

the limb on the slow belt (Forssberg et al., 1980;Yang et al., 2005;Frigon et al., 2017). In 

other words, the left and right rhythms become dissociated, consistent with some degree of 

independence between the spinal circuits generating locomotion for the left and right sides 

(Yang et al., 2005;Danner et al., 2016;Frigon et al., 2017;Frigon, 2017). However, in 

human adults, even with high left-right split-belt differences, the left and right rhythms 

rarely become dissociated (Dietz et al., 1994;Reisman et al., 2005). Reisman et al. (2005) 

reported that human adult subjects needed to make a conscious effort to perform 1:2 

coordination patterns. 

Here, we show that intact adult cats adjust to high slow:fast speed ratios by taking more 

steps on the fast side.  
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Figure 10. The effect of high slow:fast speed ratios on the interlimb pattern of an 
intact cat during split-belt locomotion. Each panel shows the electromyography (EMG) 
of muscles in the slow and fast limbs along with the stance phases of the four limbs during 
split-belt locomotion. Left panels: the cat was stepping with the limbs on the slow belt at 
0.2 m/s and the limbs on the fast belt at 0.6 m/s (upper panel) and 0.8 m/s (lower panel). 
Right panels: the cat was stepping with the limbs on the slow belt at 0.1 m/s and the limbs 
on the fast belt at 0.5 m/s (upper panel) and 1.0 m/s (lower panel). FL, forelimb; HL, 
hindlimb; MG, medial gastrocnemius; Srt, sartorius; ST, stance; TriB, triceps brachii; VL, 
vastus lateralis. 

 

Figure 10 shows examples taken from one intact cat stepping at slow:fast speed ratios of 

1:3, 1:4, 1:5 and 1:10. At 1:3 and 1:4 speed ratios, the limbs on the fast side performed two 
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steps for every step of the limbs on the slow side, or a 1:2 coordination pattern, whereas at 

higher ratios of 1:5 and 1:10, a 1:4 coordination pattern could be observed. In general, the 

adjustments were the same for the homolateral fore- and hindlimbs, although some 

uncoupling was observed in some cats, with the forelimb on the slow side occasionally 

taking an extra step. Moreover, although there was some variability between animals, 

similar to spinal cats (Frigon et al., 2017), all intact cats performed 1:2, 1:3 or 1:4 

coordination patterns. The cats that performed the most stable locomotion were those that 

seemed unperturbed by the high difference in speed between the slow and fast belts, 

whereas those that seemed perturbed or were looking at the treadmill surfaces had more 

difficulty producing a consistent pattern. 

 

Discussion 

In the present study, we showed that intact and spinal cats do not adapt to split-belt 

locomotion. Their locomotor pattern rapidly adjusted and both intralimb (stance durations) 

and interlimb (double support periods, steps lengths) remained asymmetric during 

prolonged split-belt locomotion, with no after-effects. Moreover, we found no changes in 

the amplitude of hindlimb extensor muscle activity between early and late split-belt 

periods. The lack of adaptation during split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats 

suggests an important difference in how cats and humans respond to prolonged asymmetric 

stepping. 

 

Experimental limitations 

To be able to compare our results with those of previous studies in humans (Morton & 

Bastian, 2006;Choi & Bastian, 2007;Vasudevan & Bastian, 2010;Malone & Bastian, 

2010;Musselman et al., 2011;Vasudevan et al., 2011;Malone et al., 2012;Finley et al., 

2013;Malone & Bastian, 2014;Forbes et al., 2017), cats were required to perform about 12-

15 consecutive minutes of stable locomotion. While most intact cats can be trained to 

perform long periods of treadmill locomotion, few are able to perform consistent 

locomotion with the experimental paradigm used in the present study. The intact cats that 

were selected for this study were our best performers. However, it could take several trials 

over a period of several days, to avoid fatiguing and potentially stressing the animals, 
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before obtaining a session that could be analyzed. In some trials, cats could only perform a 

few minutes, they could pause every few strides, letting their bodies move backwards on 

the treadmill belt and they could let their hindpaws make contact with the back stopper. 

These trials were not retained for analysis. Only sessions that consisted of at least 12 

consecutive minutes of stable locomotion were analyzed. This limited the number of cats 

and the slow:fast speed ratios that could be used because cats performed consistent 

locomotion only at certain speeds and left-right speed differences. For example, Intact Cat 

1, that contributed five sessions to the pooled data (Table 1), could not perform prolonged 

split-belt locomotion consistently at a speed of less than 0.5 m/s for the slow belt or during 

tied-belt locomotion. Due to safety reasons, we did not use a speed higher than 1.0 m/s for 

the fast belt. However, we did manage to obtain two sessions with a slow:fast speed ratio of 

1:2 in this cat, which is a frequently used ratio for inducing adaptation during split-belt 

locomotion in humans [e.g. (Reisman et al., 2005;Musselman et al., 2011;Vasudevan et al., 

2011;Forbes et al., 2017)]. Obtaining consistent locomotion in spinal cats was also 

difficult. Although hindlimb locomotion is involuntary in spinal cats, a slight shift in 

posture can change the hindlimb pattern and when testing for the presence of locomotor 

adaptation, this can confound the results and their interpretation. We limited our slow and 

fast belt speeds to 0.4 m/s and 0.6 m/s, respectively, because at faster speeds the pattern 

was inconsistent over long periods. At speeds of 0.3 m/s and less, the fast limb started 

taking extra steps (Frigon et al., 2017). Despite these limitations, we obtained several 

sessions in intact cats with a range of slow:fast speed ratios from 1:1.5 to 1:2 and two 

sessions per spinal cat at ratios of 1:1.5, one with each hindlimb as the slow and fast limb.  

As stated, a slow:fast speed ratio of 1:2 can induce locomotor adaptation in humans 

(Reisman et al., 2005;Musselman et al., 2011;Vasudevan et al., 2011;Forbes et al., 2017), 

and one study showed that a ratio of 1:1.5 was also effective (Maclellan et al., 2014). In the 

present study, we obtained two sessions at 1:2 in one intact cat while the other sessions 

ranged from 1:1.5 to 1:1.8. Thus, it is possible that the lack of locomotor adaptation 

observed in the present study was because of smaller slow:fast speed ratios. However, we 

do not believe this is a factor because the initial asymmetry that we observed in interlimb 

variables in the early period of split-belt locomotion was similar or greater than other 

studies that showed locomotor adaptation. The initial asymmetry, or “error”, is thought to 
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drive the adaptation in humans (Musselman et al., 2011;Finley et al., 2013). For instance, 

Reisman et al. (2005) showed a difference in step length of about 10% between the slow 

and fast legs of human adults in the early split-belt period at a slow:fast speed ratio of 1:2. 

In the present study, we observed an asymmetry of ~18% and ~50% in step length, on 

average, in the early split-belt period for intact and spinal cats, respectively (Fig. 6C). 

Moreover, Reisman et al. (2005) showed a change in the slow:fast ratio of about 0.4 for 

double support periods in the early split-belt period in human adults. In the present study, 

we observed a change in the slow:fast ratio of double support periods of ~0.2 and ~0.5, on 

average, in intact and spinal cats, respectively (Fig. 6B). Another potential factor for the 

lack of locomotor adaptation observed in intact and spinal cats is the initial asymmetry of 

interlimb variables observed during tied-belt locomotion, before the split-belt period (Fig. 

6). Indeed, while stance durations were mostly symmetric during tied-belt locomotion, 

interlimb variables could be considerably asymmetric, depending on the cat and the 

session. However, even cats that showed symmetry of interlimb variables during tied-belt 

locomotion and a pronounced asymmetry in early split-belt compared to baseline, did not 

show evidence of adaptation in the late split-belt period. Musselman et al. (2011) reported 

that an initial asymmetry during tied-belt locomotion did not prevent adaptation with split-

belt locomotion in human infants. Therefore, as discussed below, we propose that the lack 

of locomotor adaptation in intact and spinal cats is due to an inherent difference in how cats 

and humans respond to prolonged asymmetric stepping, and not because of experimental 

limitations. 

 

The effects of prolonged split-belt locomotion 

Two main forms of locomotor adaptation have been described during split-belt 

locomotion in cats and humans. The first type of adaptation is the stabilization of the 

pattern that takes place within the first minute of split-belt locomotion, with the 

disappearance of fluctuations (i.e. deviations from the mean) in cycle/phase durations and 

double support periods upon subsequent trials, as shown in decerebrate cats (Yanagihara et 

al., 1993;Yanagihara & Udo, 1994;Yanagihara & Kondo, 1996) and in human adults (Dietz 

et al., 1994;Prokop et al., 1995). In the present study, we did not investigate this type of 

locomotor adaptation. At the time of data collection, all cats had been trained for several 
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weeks to perform split-belt locomotion at various slow:fast speed ratios and data had been 

collected for other projects, some of which have been published (Frigon et al., 

2013;D'Angelo et al., 2014;Frigon et al., 2015;Frigon et al., 2017). Thus, it is probable that 

reduced fluctuations with repeated trials occurred in intact cats when they were first 

exposed to split-belt locomotion. However, this would be difficult to qualify as an 

adaptation in intact cats because erratic steps or fluctuations in temporal measures might 

simply reflect hesitation on the animal’s part when exposed to the novel task. As the cat 

becomes more comfortable in producing the task, the pattern is more stable from the start 

of the session. In the four spinal cats that were used in the present study, none of them had 

performed split-belt locomotion before spinal transection because they could not step 

consistently on the treadmill in the intact state. This indicates that split-belt locomotion 

does not need to be learned for it to be performed after spinal transection. In agreement 

with this statement, the cats that performed split-belt locomotion in the study by Forssberg 

et al. (1980) were spinal-transected as kittens, before they expressed hindlimb locomotion.  

The second type of locomotor adaptation that has been described in humans during 

prolonged split-belt locomotion, and that we investigated here in intact and spinal cats, is 

the gradual return in the symmetry of interlimb variables, such as double support periods 

and step lengths, and an after-effect when returning to tied-belt locomotion in the form of a 

reversal of the asymmetry initially observed during the early split-belt period (Reisman et 

al., 2005;Morton & Bastian, 2006;Malone & Bastian, 2010;Musselman et al., 

2011;Vasudevan et al., 2011;Malone et al., 2012;Malone & Bastian, 2014). In contrast, 

intralimb variables, such as stance durations, do not change during prolonged split-belt 

locomotion, remaining asymmetric throughout the split-belt period in human adults 

(Reisman et al., 2005). In the present study, we confirm the lack of adaptation in stance 

durations during prolonged split-belt locomotion (Fig. 6A). However, we also found no 

evidence of a return towards symmetry in interlimb variables during prolonged split-belt 

locomotion in both intact and spinal adult cats. In intact cats, the forelimbs could have 

adjusted differently than the hindlimbs to prolonged split-belt locomotion. However, both 

the forelimbs and hindlimbs showed a similar pattern of change with split-belt locomotion 

and a lack of return towards symmetry (Fig. 4). Moreover, it has also been shown that the 

amplitude of EMG activity in the legs decreases from early to late split-belt period as the 
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locomotor pattern adapts in human adults (Finley et al., 2013;Maclellan et al., 2014;Forbes 

et al., 2017). In the present study, we found no change in hindlimb extensor EMG from 

early to late split-belt period in intact and spinal cats (Fig. 9).  

The simplest explanation for the lack of locomotor adaptation in intact and spinal cats is 

that symmetry of step lengths and double support periods is not required for stable 

locomotion in a quadruped, even under extreme circumstances. Indeed, when the difference 

in speed between the slow and fast belts is sufficiently increased, both intact (Fig. 10) and 

spinal (Frigon et al., 2017) adult cats adopt a coordination pattern where the limb(s) on the 

fast belt take more steps than the one(s) on the slow belt. When these 1:2, 1:3, 1:4 and even 

1:5 coordination patterns appear, the animals perform stable locomotion. Spinalized kittens 

(Forssberg et al., 1980) and human infants of less than 1 year of age (Yang et al., 2005), 

also readily produce these types of coordination patterns during split-belt locomotion. In 

contrast, human adults rarely perform 1:2 coordination patterns during upright bipedal 

split-belt locomotion and they appear to require conscious effort to do so (Reisman et al., 

2005). The neural control systems that govern left-right symmetry of interlimb variables 

seem to take longer to develop in humans (Musselman et al., 2011;Vasudevan et al., 2011). 

Moreover, some children do not adapt to split-belt locomotion, retaining asymmetry of 

interlimb variables throughout the split-belt period, with no after-effects upon returning to 

tied-belt locomotion (Musselman et al., 2011). Therefore, cats and human infants less than 

1 year old appear to employ similar strategies to coordinate the limbs during split-belt 

locomotion whereas older children and human adults adopt a different strategy, consistent 

with the addition of new neural mechanisms for locomotor control during human 

development (Dominici et al., 2011;Ivanenko et al., 2013). 

 

Neural mechanisms involved in adjusting and adapting to split-belt locomotion 

Intact and spinal cats, as well as human adults and children of all ages adjust to split-belt 

locomotion by modifying phase durations bilaterally, which do not adapt during prolonged 

split-belt locomotion. This indicates that the mechanisms controlling phase durations are 

conserved across species for quadrupedal and upright bipedal locomotion. The bilateral 

control of phase durations during split-belt locomotion is most likely mediated primarily by 

spinal circuits interacting with stretch- and load-dependent feedback from limb 
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mechanoreceptors (Forssberg et al., 1980;Yang et al., 2005;Musselman et al., 2011;Frigon 

et al., 2013;Frigon et al., 2017). In particular, stretch-related inputs from hip flexor muscles 

as well as load-dependent feedback from ankle extensors and paw pad afferents have been 

shown to potently regulate phase durations in cats and humans [reviewed in (Duysens et 

al., 2000;Rossignol et al., 2006;Pearson, 2008)]. We recently showed how different sources 

of somatosensory feedback might intervene at different times during the step cycle to 

control left-right coordination during split-belt locomotion in spinal cats [see Figure 15 of 

(Frigon et al., 2017)]. Vestibular inputs to each leg in human adults also adjusted rapidly 

during split-belt locomotion, suggesting that recalibrating the system to maintain posture is 

prioritized before restoring symmetry of interlimb variables (Forbes et al., 2017). 

The cerebellum is thought to be critical for adaptation to split-belt locomotion in 

humans, as damage to the cerebellum, particularly to structures along the midline that 

control gait and posture, impairs adaptation in human adults (Morton & Bastian, 2006). In 

decerebrate cats, disrupting cerebellar activity in the vermis, also abolishes adaptation to 

split-belt locomotion with one forelimb stepping at a different speed than the other three 

limbs (Yanagihara & Kondo, 1996). However, this adaptation was related to reductions in 

fluctuations of the gait pattern and not to the return of left-right symmetry of interlimb 

variables. 

The results of the present study should not be taken as evidence that cerebellar or 

supraspinal control is unimportant for cat locomotion, as several studies have shown that 

signals from the brain are critical for postural control, obstacle avoidance and interlimb 

coordination (Armstrong, 1986;Drew et al., 2002;Rossignol et al., 2006;Drew et al., 

2008;Frigon, 2017). In addition, the lack of adaptation to split-belt locomotion should not 

reflect an inability of spinal circuits to adapt to persistent perturbations in the environment, 

as limb trajectory can be altered in spinal cats and rats following removal of the 

perturbation (Heng & de Leon, 2007;Zhong et al., 2012). Instead, the results indicate that 

the task of coordinating the limbs in cats can be accomplished easily without requiring a 

return towards left-right symmetry of interlimb variables and learning a new locomotor 

pattern. This is not unexpected because the control of interlimb coordination in cats is 

different than in humans. Cats can produce both alternating (e.g. walk, trot) and non-

alternating (e.g. gallop, bound) gaits during locomotion over a range of speeds, whereas 
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humans depend on a strict out-of-phase alternation between the legs during walking, 

jogging and running to maintain an upright posture. Hopping is not a normal gait pattern in 

humans. Thus, the more flexible nature of interlimb coordination in cats allows them to 

adjust to split-belt locomotion without relying on restoring left-right symmetry, whereas 

humans must have developed specialized mechanisms to respond to prolonged asymmetric 

walking conditions. 
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DISCUSSION 
The results of the present study showed that both intact and spinal cats adjusted to 

split-belt locomotion but we found no evidence for locomotor adaptation.  

 

Specifically, interlimb variables (double support periods, step lengths) did not 

gradually recover left-right symmetry during prolonged split-belt locomotion nor was 

hindlimb EMG altered in both intact and spinal cats, consistent with a lack of locomotor 

adaptation. This is in stark contrast to human studies. The results therefore suggest an 

important difference in how cats, a quadruped, and humans, a biped, respond to prolonged 

asymmetric stepping.  However, the intralimb variable (stance durations) adjusted to split-

belt locomotion, as previously found in humans, indicating that mechanisms mediating 

adjustments are conserved across species. 

 

Changes in the locomotor pattern during prolonged split-belt locomotion in cats and 

humans 

 

Locomotor adaptation has been described during prolonged split-belt locomotion as 

a gradual return in the left-right symmetry of interlimb parameters (double support periods, 

step lengths) and also with the presence of an aftereffect when returning to tied-belt 

locomotion in the form of a reversal of the asymmetry initially observed during early split-

belt locomotion (Reisman et al., 2005; Morton and Bastian, 2006; Malone and Bastian, 

2010; Musselman et al., 2011; Vasudevan et al., 2011; Malone et al., 2012; Malone and 

Bastian, 2014). On the other hand, intralimb variables, such as stance durations and stride 

lengths, do not return to symmetry during prolonged split-belt locomotion, instead they 

maintain a left-right asymmetry throughout the split-belt period (Reisman et al., 2005).  

 

Here, we confirmed that stance durations remain asymmetric throughout the split-

belt period (Figure 6A). The slow:fast ratio for stance duration was significantly increased 

during split-belt locomotion in intact and spinal cats, indicating a longer stance duration for 

the limb stepping on the slow belt. However, no significant differences were observed 
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between the early (S1) and late split-belt periods (S2) or between the first (T1) and second 

tied-belt periods (T2), which was previously reported in human studies (Reisman et al., 

2005; Musselman et al., 2011). This suggests that the neural mechanisms controlling stance 

durations during split-belt locomotion are conserved in cats and humans. Adjustments in 

phase duration are most likely primarily mediated by spinal circuits interacting with 

stretch- and load-dependent feedback from limb mechanoreceptors (Forssberg et al., 1980; 

Yang et al., 2005; Musselman et al., 2011: Frigon et al., 2013; Frigon et al., 2017). More 

specifically, stretch-related inputs from the hip flexor muscles and load-dependent feedback 

from ankle extensors and paw pads afferents have been shown to potently regulate phase 

durations (Duysens et al., 2000; Rossignol et al., 2006; Pearson, 2008).Vestibular inputs to 

each leg also show rapid adjustments to split-belt locomotion, suggesting that adjusting the 

system to  maintain dynamic stability is prioritized over the gradual return in the left-right 

symmetry of interlimb variables (Forbes et al., 2017). 

 

However, we also found a lack of return in the left-right symmetry of interlimb 

variables, such as double support periods and step lengths. Periods of double support and 

step lengths also become asymmetric when switching from tied-belt to split-belt 

locomotion in humans (Reisman et al., 2005). However, contrary to stance phase durations, 

periods of double support and step lengths return towards symmetrical values during 

prolonged split-belt locomotion and show aftereffects (i.e. a reversal of the initial 

asymmetry observed in split-belt locomotion) when returning to tied-belt locomotion 

(Reisman et al., 2005; Musselman et al., 2011). In our study, these interlimb variables did 

not return to symmetrical values during prolonged split-belt locomotion, nor did they show 

any after-effects upon returning to the tied-belt condition. These results indicate that no 

adaptation occurred during prolonged split-belt locomotion and that a new pattern was not 

stored within the central nervous system. These results are also in accordance with Heng 

and deLeon (2007) in spinal-transected rats where an adjustment to a viscous force was 

shown during hindlimb locomotion. However, the spinal-transected rats were unable to 

improve their step lengths and forward velocity even after repetitive exposure to the 

perturbation (Heng and DeLeon, 2007), just as the cats in our study were unable to return to 

symmetrical values in their step lengths and double support periods during prolonged split 
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belt treadmill. This indicates that the lumbar spinal cord can adjust certain aspects of the 

locomotor movement, while other adaptations in the step cycle may require supraspinal 

structures, such as the cerebellum (Morton and Bastian, 2006).  

 

Other studies have shown that the EMG amplitude of leg muscles decreases from 

early to late split-belt locomotion as the locomotor pattern adapts (Finley et al., 2013; 

Maclellan et al., 2014; Forbes et al., 2017). This reduction in the amplitude of EMG was 

not found in the hindlimbs of cats, as the hindlimb extensor activity EMG from early to late 

split-belt period in intact and spinal cats did not change (Figure 9).  

 

Therefore, the lack of locomotor adaptation in intact and spinal cats indicates a 

different requirement to maintain a stable locomotor pattern during prolonged asymmetric 

stepping compared to humans. Bipedalism presents unique challenges to balance control. It 

is therefore possible that the locomotor control centres within the human nervous system 

have adopted novel strategies to maintain balance and coordinate an upright walking 

pattern (Finley et al., 2017). Intact and spinalized cats are switch between antiphase gaits 

(i.e. walking, trotting) and non-alternating gaits (i.e. galloping). Humans, on the other hand, 

prefer antiphase alternating locomotor patterns and rarely chose hopping as a form of 

locomotion. Therefore, the way in which cats and humans adapt to the split-belt treadmill 

may reflect an experience-dependent bias towards antiphase alternations (Finley et al., 

2017).  

 

Another notable difference found in intact cats and not human adults is the presence 

of 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 5:1 coordination patterns when the difference in speed between the slow 

and fast belts is sufficiently increased (Fig. 10).  Spinal cats (Forssberg et al., 1980; Frigon 

et al. 2017) and human infants (Yang et al., 2005) also produce these types of coordination 

patterns during split-belt locomotion. On the other hand, adult humans rarely adopt a 2:1 

coordination pattern during upright bipedal locomotion and it appears to require conscious 

effort (Reisman et al., 2005). It was suggested that the neural control systems that govern 

the left-right symmetry of interlimb variables takes longer to develop in humans 

(Musselman et al., 2001; Vasudevan et al., 2011). Therefore, human infants and cats 
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employ similar strategies to coordinate the limbs during split-belt stepping while older 

children and human adults adopt different locomotor strategies, consistent with the addition 

of neural mechanisms for locomotor control in development (Dominici et al., 2011; 

Ivanenko et al., 2013). 

   

Experimental limitations 

 

 To be able to compare our results with previous adaptation studies in humans 

(Reisman et al., 2005; Morton and Bastian, 2006; Choi et al., 2007; Reisman et al., 2007; 

Vasudevan and Bastian, 2010; Malone and Bastian, 2010; Musselman et al., 2011; 

Vasudevan et al., 2011; Malone et al., 2012; Finley et al., 2013; Malone and Bastian, 2014; 

Forbes et al., 2017), cats were required to perform stable locomotion for 12 to 15 

consecutive minutes. Even though most intact cats can be trained to perform long periods 

of uninterrupted stable locomotion, only a few were able to perform consistent locomotion 

with the experimental paradigm that was used in the present study. Although the intact cats 

that were selected for this study were our best performers, multiple trials were still required 

over a period of several days before obtaining a session that could be retained for analysis. 

In some trials, cats could only perform a few minutes without interruption, pausing 

occasionally, allowing their bodies to be carried backwards on the treadmill until their 

hindlimbs would hit the back stopper; those trials were not retained for analysis. Only trials 

that consisted of at least 12 minutes of consistent locomotion were retained for analysis. 

This requirement limited the number of cats as well as the slow:fast speed ratios that could 

be used for this study, as certain cats were only able to perform stable locomotion at certain 

treadmill speeds. For instance, intact cat 1 who contributed 5 sessions to the pooled data 

was only able to perform prolonged split-belt locomotion at speeds of 0.5 m/s or higher for 

the slow belt or in the tied-belt condition. Due to safety concerns, speeds greater than 1.0 

m/s were not used in this study. However, we did obtain slow:fast speed ratios of 1:2, 

which was shown to induce locomotor adaptation in humans (Reisman et al., 2005; 

Musselman et al., 2011; Vasudevan et al., 2011; Forbes et al., 2017). 
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 Obtaining stable hindlimb locomotion in spinal cats was also a challenge. Although 

hindlimb locomotion is involuntary in the spinal cat, a shift in posture can alter the 

hindlimb pattern. Therefore, we used 0.4 m/s and 0.6 m/s as the treadmill speeds for the 

slow and fast belts because in our pilot studies, these speeds could be maintained for 

prolonged periods. Despite these limitation, we obtained several sessions in intact cats with 

a range of slow:fast speed ratios from 1:1.5 to 1:2 and two sessions per spinal cat at speed 

ratios of 1:1.5 with each hindlimb stepping on the slow and fast belt. As stated, a slow:fast 

speed ratio of 1:2 can induce locomotor adaptation in humans (Reisman et al., 2005; 

Musselman et al., 2011;Vasudevan et al., 2011; Forbes et al., 2017) and another study 

showed that a slow:fast speed ratio of 1:1.5 was also effective (Maclellan et al., 2014). 

Thus, we do not think that the slow:fast speed ratios used in this study were a factor in the 

lack of locomotor adaptation.  

 

It was suggested that the initial asymmetry drives the adaptation process by 

providing an error signal to the CNS (Musselman et al., 2011; Finley et al., 2013). In one 

study, a difference in step length of about 10% was observed between the slow and fast legs 

in the early split-belt period with a slow:fast speed ratio of 1:2 (Reisman et al., 2005). In 

our study, the difference in step length between the slow and fast limbs was of ~18% to 

~50%  on average in intact and spinal cats, respectively (Figure 9C). Another potential 

factor leading to the lack of locomotor adaptation in the intact and spinal cat is the initial 

asymmetry of the interlimb parameters observed during tied-belt locomotion, before the 

period of split-belt locomotion (Figure 9). For example, stance durations were mostly 

symmetric during tied-belt locomotion while interlimb variables could be asymmetrical 

values, depending on the cat and the session. However, even cats that showed symmetrical 

values of their interlimb parameters during tied-belt locomotion and asymmetrical values 

during the early split-belt locomotion showed no return to symmetry during late split-belt 

locomotion and no aftereffects during the second tied-belt condition. It was shown that the 

initial asymmetry of interlimb variables during tied-belt locomotion did not prevent 

adaptation with split-belt locomotion (Musselman et al., 2011). Therefore, we suggest the 

lack of adaptation in the cat is due to an inherent difference in the response to prolonged 
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asymmetric stepping between cats and humans. The lack of locomotor adaptation in cats 

could be due to the greater stability provided by quadrupedal locomotion. 

 

 

 

Perspectives 

 

Yanagihara et al. (1993) showed adaptation to prolonged split-belt locomotion by 

driving one forelimb at twice the speed of the other three limbs. As our treadmill is 

composed of four independent running surfaces we could also perform a similar paradigm. 

To determine the role of spinal circuits, we could use a high spinal preparation (i.e. 

complete spinal transection at cervical levels) in decerebrate cats. The high spinal cat would 

have all its propriospinal neurons and its sensory feedback from the paws intact, while 

abolishing the supraspinal influences allowing an investigation of the spinal circuits in the 

locomotor adaptation. Further research could also be done using an intact cat with the same 

protocol (i.e. one limb stepping at a faster velocity) but this would require that cats 

maintain each limb on separate surfaces, which would be difficult in an intact preparation. 

 

It is possible that the challenge imposed by split-belt locomotion was not sufficient 

enough to produce an adaptation in the locomotor pattern. It would be interesting to 

maintain the current experimental protocol in spinal-transected cats with the addition of a 

viscous force applied to one hindlimb, similar to Heng and de Leon (2007). This would 

impose a greater challenge that may result in adaptation.   

 

Conclusion 

 

The lack of locomotor adaptation in intact and spinal cats should not be taken as 

evidence that cerebellar or supraspinal structures are unimportant for cat locomotion, as 

several studies have shown its importance in obstacle avoidance and interlimb coordination 

(Armstrong, 1986; Drew et al., 2002; Drew et al., 2008; Frigon, 2017). In the study 

performed by Yanagihara et al., (1993), decerebrated cats adapted to a perturbation in 
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locomotion when 1 of the 4 belts of the treadmill was moving at a different speed. 

However, when cerebellar function was impaired, the adaptation was lost (Yanagihara et 

al., 1996).  

 

The lack of locomotor adaption should also not reflect an inability of spinal circuits 

to adapt to persistent perturbations in the environment, as limb trajectory can be altered in 

spinal cats and rats following the removal of the perturbation (Heng and de Leon, 2007; 

Zhong et al., 2012).  

 

On the other hand, the results presented here indicate that cats easily adjust to 

prolonged asymmetric locomotion without returning left-right symmetry to interlimb 

parameters. Therefore, it appears that the neural mechanisms involved in restoring left-

symmetry of interlimb variables have not evolved in the cat because it does not appear to 

be a requirement for stable quadrupedal locomotion. However, it is possible that 

mechanisms involved in restoring a symmetrical pattern during quadrupedal locomotion are 

present but are only activated under more extreme circumstances, such as: 1) obstacle 

avoidance (Zhong et al., 2012), 2) viscous force application to one limb (Heng and deLeon, 

2007) and 3) when only 1 limb is walking at a faster speed than the other 3 limbs 

(Yanagihara, 1993). In contrast, humans, which walk in a more unstable upright posture on 

two legs, require a greater control to maintain dynamic balance, and thus have evolved 

mechanisms to return left-right symmetry of interlimb variables.  
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